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About this toolkit
The MAGNET toolkit is a comprehensive collection of hands-on tools
and methodologies for use in the Migrant Entrepreneurship domain made by practitioners for practitioners.
The presented tools address major dimensions of migrant
entrepreneurship training and support needs across different stages
of entrepreneurial activity. They stem from member organisations
of the MAGNET consortium (see list of members here:https://
migrantacceleration.eu/about/
and 3rd party organisations around the world, respectively.
Each tool covers:
- a description of the tool and approach
- a ‘How to’ Guide
- where available, relevant case studies of how the tool was applied
We hope you enjoy these tools, and would love to hear your feedback,
ideas or requests for collaboration `please share your thoughts on the MAGNET Facebook page:
facebook.com/MagnetNetworkEU

Contributing organisations
DELITELABS (delitelabs.com) is an Inclusive Start-Up
School, created to embrace diversity, drive confidence and
Self-reliance, by supporting aspiring entrepreneurs with a
migration background to realise their professional potential.
TERN (wearetern.org) is a social enterprise and ever growing
community with a mission to enable refugees to thrive through the
power of their own ideas. TERN support refugee entrepreneurs
in the creation of their businesses or social enterprise throughout
business exploration, start-up and growth.

SINGA Business Lab is an inclusive incubator
operating in Berlin, co-created with newcomer
entrepreneurs to support them to bring their business
ideas into reality. Besides SINGA Business Lab.

MICROFINANCE CENTRE’s mission is to empower
people and communities through social finance, by
making financial services work for communities. A
regional microfinance resource center and network,
which unites 111 organizations across 36 countries
of Europe, Central Asia and beyond, who together
deliver responsible microfinance services to over
1,000,000 low-income clients.

VUZF University (vuzf.bg/en) of finance business and
entrepreneurship, based in Sofias, is a private educational
institution educating students in Bachelor's and Master's
degree in majors from the professional field of Economics.

Danube University Krems (DUK) (donau-uni.ac.at/en.html)
is a university for continuing education, coordinator of the
MAGNET consortium, offers exclusive master’s programs
and short programs in five areas of study.

IATAP iatap.gr/?lang=en is an NGO offering
entrepreneurial trainings as part of an equal opportunities
strategy to reduce social exclusion. IATAP’s projects focus
on the integration and economic empowerment of socially
and economically vulnerable groups.

EUCEN European University Continued Education
Network based in Barcelona, Spain, contributes to the
social, economic and cultural life of Europe through the
promotion and advancement of lifelong learning within
higher education institutions in Europe and elsewhere.
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I want to...
•

... acquire new digital and soft skills to run my business

•

... use a game process to convey the concept of 'customer needs'

•

... demonstrate Design Thinking methods using a simple, transferable example

•

... describe a customer segment with a simple version of the persona canvas

•

... find a business theme that resonates with my personal passions

•

... learn basics about starting a business online and ‘on the go

•

... get inspired by role models in migrant entrepreneurship

Open Toolkit for Migrant
entrepreneurship Support
Business Development

I want to acquire new digital
and soft skills to run my business.
Authoring Organisation / Tool license

Intended outcomes and outputs
Provide new knowledge and skills to the
entrepreneur. The new knowledge and skills can
be used for starting or developing their business.

KEPA / University of Macedonia / Microfond Sofia Foundation / “FED invest”
SCA / Albanian Besa Capital Foundation (2020), Greece,
https://skills4mses.eu/on-line-training/?lang=en Copyright ‘Skills for SMEs’

Authoring organisation

Tool description by

ONDGO Consortium

IATAP

Business stage

Intervention format
Self-paced

Activation, Set-Up

Simple: self-administered tool that needs relatively less time.

About this tool
This tool provides online training about the following:
- Basic use of PC
- Managing Social Media (eg Facebook, Instagram)
- Communication in a digital environment (eg Skype)
- Digital marketing
- Management of information systems
- Coding etc.
- Soft skills
- Basic business skills
It is targeted to owners of SMEs and migrant entrepreneurs. It is
available in 4 languages. It is primarily targeted at entrepreneurs
who would also like to learn more about the Greek market.
Format

Access

Online platform

skills4mses.eu/on-line-training/?lang=en

MAGNET TOOLKIT

'HOW TO' GUIDE

‘How to’ Introduction: How to sign up for the launch of the online Skills4SMEs platform:
Step 1: Go to https://skills4mses.eu/?lang=en
Step 2: Click on the “On-line Training” button
Step 3: Scroll to the bottom of the page
Step 4: Click on the blue “here” button
Step 5: Complete the form
Step 6: You will have to wait until they notify you about the launch of the online training.
Why this tool is useful
This is a project among three Balkan countries focused on developing
useful skills for entrepreneurs. The online learning platform is still pre
release at the point of publication of the MAGNET toolkit, but once
published, all online learning on the platform will be accessible free of
charge.

For Migrant Entrepreneurship Support
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Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Business Development

I want to use a game process to convey the
concept of'customer needs' to entrepreneurs
Authoring organisation

Introduction: The game mainly consists of building teams of two
people, in which the first one plays the role of the customer, and the
second tries to design the product that satisfies them perfectly.

SINGA

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Group workshop

Ideation

Key words
Business Development. Ideation. Customer Research.

About this tool
The Wallet Exercise tool introduces entrepreneurs to Design thinking
as a process that should be completely customer-oriented. This game
will teach participants how to approach customers to understand their
needs and react to them. In teams of 2 the players practice empathy
and user research techniques to rapidly design an innovative and
meaningful solution for a need expressed by their partner.
Intended outcomes and outputs
The entrepreneur has developed a clear understanding of:
- using empathy and customer needs
research in the Design thinking process
- exemplary tools for customer needs research

Draw: 3 minutes
The project starts with the instruction to draw the IDEAL wallet. Immediately, you
recognize how difficult it is to design something without any context, research, or
previous thought.
Step 1: Interview: 8 minutes
Spend 4 minutes interviewing a partner, then switch for the second 4 minutes.
For example let’s assume that the first partner (in this example his name is ‘Fred’) ,
mentioned his dislike for bulky wallets. Because of this, he never carries cash and
relies almost purely on credit card transactions. Second partner can ask Fred to
walk him through some typical scenarios where he might use his wallet.
Step 2: Dig Deeper: 6 minutes
Spend 3 minutes each conducting a second interview of your partner.
Example: In this interview, Fred mentioned that prior to buying his current wallet, he
kept his cards in a rubber band as a makeshift ‘wallet. ‘
When asked about using the rubber bands, he spoke a lot about the social pressure
to be efficient in public. While he liked the minimalist design, he hated the time it
took him to unwrap his cards while someone was waiting in line behind him ( tube,
coffee shops).
Step 3: Capture findings: 3 minutes - Answer the following questions.
What is Fred trying to achieve?
- Make transactions quickly
- Minimize bulk/unnecessary items

The entrepreneur grasps the importance of basing
their solutions on customer needs.
Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under
manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool
MAGNET TOOLKIT
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- Comfortably take out cards/license to use
- Keep an active lifestyle

Insights: New learnings about your partner’s feelings and motivations. What’s
something you see about your partner’s experience that maybe s/he doesn’t see.
Step 4: Take a stand with a point-of-view: 3 minutes - Fill in the blanks.
‘Fred needs a way to access his cards because he wants to make transactions
quickly.
Step 5: Sketch at least 5 radical ways to meet your user’s needs: 5 minutes
‘Based on the information and stories that Fred had shared with his partner. As
someone who had once relied on a rubber band as a wallet, his partner can push
his boundaries to see how minimalist he felt comfortable going. Considering
some new ideas even if absurd ( for example using ziplocks instead of wallets )
Just to receive feedback on the ideas.
Step 6: Share the 5 radical ways developed in step 5 & capture feedback: (10
minutes)
‘Spend 5 minutes to share your new ways and capture feedback then switch
roles and allow your partner 5 minutes to share their new solutions and give your
feedback. ‘
Step 7: Reflect & generate a new solution: 3 minutes
With Fred’s feedback in mind, his partner set out to improve the first design idea,
which was designed to lay cards flat against each other in a thin wallet. Find
new ways to personalize the design for Fred, and his partner remembered him
mentioning his love for hiking. Adding a simple image of mountains to the outside
of the wallet, so that the button could form the image of a moon/sun in the
corner.

Why this tool is useful
The Wallet Game is an interactive, gamified exercise
introducing entrepreneurs to the method of perspective
change - enabling them to effectively put themselves
‘in the shoes ‘ of the customer to see the world from
the customer’s eyes.
Through this perspective change, entrepreneurs are
encouraged to value and emphasise an empathy based
approach to identify customer needs, understand and
react to them. The exercise demonstrates how the
customer behaves, what they feel and how thvey
respond to your solutions.
The exercise should show entrepreneurs how their
assumptions about customers might well be wrong
or inaccurate. The entrepreneur should also learn how
to accept both positive and negative feedback from
customers that they pitch early stage ideas to.

Step 8: Share your solution and get feedback: 8 minutes
Spend 4 minutes each sharing your solution and noting feedback, then switch.
Tips: For a smooth conduction of the workshop, the following material is required:
- Printouts of the Wallet Game with pens
in different colours ( 2 copies per team)
- Stopwatch
- A sound system for playing music is an advantage.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support
Intended outcomes and outputs
Ideation

I want to demonstrate Design Thinking
methods using a simple, transferable example.
Authoring organisation
SINGA

This tool should indicate the topics and the methods utilised in the program in general.
By going through the steps in a ‘Noodle Soup Challenge ‘, entrepreneurs learn about
what the program is about it in a nutshell. Upon the completion of this full day workshop,
entrepreneurs should have a clear picture of what they can expect in the program - what
topics will be covered and what approach is used when dealing with these topics.
This tool is designed for the entrepreneurs who will take part in a full incubator program.
Following a Noodle Soup Challenge, or in fact any other fictitious example designed to
demonstrate the utilised methodology, is the actual program of the business incubator.

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage
Exploration, Ideation,
Activation, Set-Up, Stable,
Expanding

Intervention format
Group workshop

Key words
Workshop, Methodology, Design Thinking, Exampl

About this tool
This tool presents a workshop designed to demonstrate
key steps in the design thinking process.
The workshop uses a simple fictitious example - the
‘Noodle Soup Challenge’ to guide entrepreneurs
through the steps. If you run a design thinking based
entrepreneurship programme, this tool gives a hands-on
preview of what your programme will cover.

Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under
manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Step 1: ‘Frame the purpose of the intervention’: Especially at the start of a programme,
entrepreneurs tend to have built up a lot of expectations and are thus eager to jump straight
into working hands-on on their projects. For the Noodle Soup Challenge to be embraced
by the entrepreneurs, explain why the Design Thinking Methodology is important for their
business development process and why you are using a fictitious, transferable example to
explain the method instead of their own respective projects.
Step 2: ‘Introduce the example’: Introduce the format of the Noodle Soup Challenge.
Establish brainstorming rules. Split the participants into the teams of three or four. Assign
one facilitator to each team. Groups will work independently and (most probably) come up
with different solutions.
Note: Where needed, replace the Noodle Soup example with another relatable example.
Step 3: ‘User Research’: Elaborate why user research is a sensible first step in any idea
development process. Explain what interview approach leads to relevant, useful insights.
Task the groups with writing their own interview questions. After that, each group should go
out of the workshop space and interview people in proximity to the workshop space (e.g. in
the same building, or in the neighborhood). Each group should conduct at least 3 interviews
and analyze and summarize their findings.
Step 4: ‘Build a persona’: Based on their interview insights, the groups build a persona
of their customer. Personas should be described and drawn on a big flip chart sheet.
Guide them towards visualise and to provide lots of detail to their persona. Emphasise
documenting the ‘pain points’ and ‘love points’ of the persona they build. If time allows, at
migrantacceleration.eu

the end of this step, each group can present their personas to the other groups.
Step 5: ‘Make a concept’: Having the persona’s pain and love points in mind, groups should
generate ideas and build a product/service concept. To do this, they should first ask each
other ‘How might we ‘ questions. This type of question helps surface the expressed need
of the persona, instead of immediately rushing to offer a solution. Example: ‘How might we
help our persona to cook healthy? ‘
Step 6: ‘Prototype’ In this step, groups should create a tangible prototype of their idea. For
this, ensure that there is enough material for them to work with and provide enough plain
landing page templates. Encourage them to play, to have fun and get creative.
Step 7: ‘Final presentation and feedback’ The full day workshop ends with the teams’
presentations and feedback. Each team presents the prototype of their solutions within a
suitable time frame equal to all groups. After the presentations, the group and your facilitator
team provide feedback. Encourage all participants to participate.

Why this tool is useful
The Noodle Soup Challenge is a full day workshop to kickstart a
programme or a series of interventions to teach design thinking. The
Noodle Soup Challenge and using a fictitious example that everyone
can relate to, what the overall program is about.
This tool is important as it allows entrepreneurs to shape their
expectations and to subsequently better prepare for their participation
in the incubator.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support

Business Development

I want to describe a customer segment with
a simple version of the persona canvas
Authoring organisation

Intended outcomes and outputs
The persona canvas LITE can be used to give a customer segment a relatable face and
name, thereby making it easier to ‘step into the shoes’ of people in this customer segment.
Personas make talking about customers and their characteristics more tangible and concrete,
and make it easier to refer back to a pattern of characteristics.
You can also use your persona canvas for storytelling: When you are creating a story you
can use the template to tell your audience about our persona (customer) by giving it a real
face/ name.

DELITELABS

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Group workshop

Ideation

Key words
Persona, Customer, Segment

A persona is a profile of any person or group (e.g. it
can be yourself, an important stakeholder, or a key
customer/customer segment).
The ‘Persona De LITE’ canvas is a simple version of
a standard Persona Canvas focused on empathising
with and talking about your (key) customer segment.

Format

Access

PDF

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FhS5Itp6ec0T_
QY9m5dioki0mTdWGOSX/view

MAGNET TOOLKIT

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
‘How to’ Guide (For the Facilitator): Introduce the persona exercise, mention a persona
is preferable based on customer research (qualitative and quantitative). It’s possible to fill
it without research as a first exercise, but we strongly recommend to base it on in-depth
customer research.

About this tool

7

The output is a completed persona canvas, which will help you better focus and align
with others on the mental image you have of a person or group of people. Visualizing the
persona helps create a mental image of your target customer that you and your team can
easily remember. The tool can be used again and again, whenever you need to create a
mental image and profile of ANY person or group.

For Migrant Entrepreneurship Support

Before your start, arrange for a comfortable environment. Create a creative atmosphere
and have plenty of colorful materials and magazines at the ready.
‘How to’ Guide (For the Entrepreneur)
Step 1: ‘Preparation: Before your start, arrange for a comfortable environment. Create a
creative atmosphere and have plenty of colorful materials and magazines at the ready.
Step 2: ‘Fill persona’: Fill out the persona with your team. Try to come up with things that your
persona experiences, and discuss what they might feel about the experience. What will their
response be? Try to be specific, and selective.
Name & Role Giving your persona a real name and role helps anchor them in reality.
Using a real person is even better.

Need: What does this person really want? Functional AND emotional needs.
See: What does your persona see? In its surroundings, from friends, in the market?
Hear: What does your persona hear? What do his/her friends say? What do
important influencers say?
Do & say: What is your persona saying and doing? Appearance? Behavior and
attitude in public and to others?
Think & feel: What really matters to your persona? What keeps your persona busy?
What are your persona’s worries and ambitions?

Why this tool is useful
The persona LITE canvas can be used to
give a customer segment a face and name
and make it easier to step into the shoes of
the customer.
Personas make talking about customers
and their characteristics more tangible and
concrete, and make it easier to refer back
to a pattern of characteristics.
Personas make it possible to create and
share mental images and have a common
language about several customer types
amongst people in your team.
Step 3: Validate persona: After completing a persona, it’s time for the next step - validating
the persona. If you started your persona from scratch rather than based on real customer
interactions, it’s now the time to go out and find evidence how your persona actually
connects to real-world people - and how it differs. Go out the building and talk to (potential)
customers. Does what they say resonate with your persona?Or, do you need to update it?
Step 4: How you can use a validated persona:
- Use the persona as the basis of a customer journey
- Use the persona as the basis of a value proposition canvas

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Idea Generation

I want to find a business theme that
resonates with my personal passions
Authoring organisation

‘How to’ Introduction: The first part of figuring out what passions the entrepreneurs wants
to invest energy in. Through the assignment, they identify the activities that make them ‘light
up’ and feel excited —the things they love to do more than anything else. The exercise then
helps them zero in on these passions and connect them to their entrepreneurial objectives.

DELITELABS

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage
Exploration, Ideation

Intervention format
Group workshop

Key words Mindset, Aspirations, Idea Generation

About this tool
The Passion Finder is a simple exercise that helps participants
develop insights in their top five passions in life, and get
them closer to discovering who they’re truly meant to be.
The exercise is all about figuring out what they’re great at,
what motivates them and propels them forward, and
exactly which elements will lead to success.
Format
PDF

Access https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g
1Faqu40gIuH6tdk88bUPg8OesYr_lgu

Intended outcomes and outputs
The Passion Finder is meant to help entrepreneurs discover ‘Who
they're meant to be’. The activity helps entrepreneurs figure out what
they are already great at, what it takes to keep them moving forward,
and exactly what they need to succeed.

Step 2: ‘Whittle it down’: Tell the entrepreneurs: ‘Ask yourself, If I had to choose
between the first activity and the second, which is more appealing to me?
If you get stuck, close their eyes and envision a life in which the first activity
plays a major role and the second doesn’t exist.’

The Passion Finder exercise helps entrepreneurs define their top five
passions. From there, the Ideation process continues, and it might be
possible to develop one or more of those passions into challenge areas
for a potential business theme and further research.

Step 3: ‘Envision’: Tell the entrepreneurs: ‘Now envision a life in which the second activity
plays a major role and the first doesn't exist. Which image feels better?' Let the entrepreneur

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Step 1: ‘Brainstorm your list’: The Passion Finder template contains 10 passion prompts to
be completed by the entrepreneurs. The entrepreneur needs to complete each prompt as
a full sentence. You may find that their answers range widely (from, say, apple picking to
burlesque dancing, to meditating) - which is fine! Encourage the entrepreneurs to be be as
honest as possible and not censor themselves based on other people’s expectations.

For Migrant Entrepreneurship Support

answer and then encourage them to ‘pick a winner / make a choice between the two
passions’. Next, they should compare that choice with the third activity.
Step 4: ‘Repeat’: Tell the participants to repeat this exercise all the way around the loop,
defining a winning activity after each comparison. After completing the loop, their finger will
be on their number one passion.
Step 5: ‘Write’: Tell the participant to write that activity at the top of the list on page 2 of
the template, and to highlight the corresponding circle on page 1 on the passion loop
diagramme.
Step 4: ‘Repeat’: Tell the participant: ‘Now repeat this process four more times (always
starting from the top), and each time, skip the already highlighted/shortlist passions. ‘
At the end, let the participant recap: They’ve just found their top five passions!
(Based on a tool developed by Oprah Winfrey:
http://www.oprah.com/spirit/whats-your-passion-exercise-find-your-passion)

Why this tool is useful
The Passion Finder is a simple exercise that helps participants develop insights
into their top five passions in life, and get them closer to discovering who they’re
truly meant to be. The exercise is all about figuring out what they’re great at, what
motivates them and propels them forward, and which elements will lead to success.
These insights can inspire users to start creating the ‘job they love’
by developing a business theme in line with their true passion(s).

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support
Intended outcomes and outputs
Business Development

I want to learn basics about starting a business
online and ‘on the go’
Authoring organisation

Tool description by

ONDGO Consortium

IATAP

The online platform provides 12 learning resources to support
migrant entrepreneurship. They are designed to be done ‘on the
go ‘ and the person interested can choose the ones that they find
more interesting. The entrepreneur can complete classes in their
own leisure and after a class is complete, they get a certificate.
The tool provides general knowledge about entrepreneurship
and can support a migrant on their first steps.

Tool license
ONDGO Enterprise In Motion , Greece and others,
https://learnonthego.eu/en/ Copyright © 2020 - ONDGO

Business stage
Set-Up

Intervention format
Self-paced learning for entrepreneurs

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Key words
e-learning, business skills, entrepreneurial skills, foundation
Format

Access

Online platform

https://learnonthego.eu/en/

About this tool
The aim of the ON-D-GO project is to support practitioners in
migrant entrepreneurship support by providing them with tools
to build their own tailored migrant entrepreneurship training
programmes. The project consortium for ON-D-GO has assembled
various tools on their online platform, which is easy to sign up to,
available in 6 languages, easy to use and free.
It contains tools that help practitioners working in migrant integration
education to promote and support migrant entrepreneurs in starting
their businesses. Particular highlight are: an Enterprise Learning
and Skills Curriculum Framework developed by ON-D-GO,
a suite of 12 learning resources benchmarked against the EU
EntreComp Framework and have been designed specifically for
learning 'on the go' (hence the project name ‘ON-D-GO’)

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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‘How to’ Introduction: For a detailed guide
for practitioners on how to use the toolbox
of 12 resources in practice with participants,
create your account on the ONDGO
platform and Access this How to Guide
for practitioners: https://learnonthego.eu/
elearning/mod/page/view.php?id=1181
Basic instructions for participants:
Step 1: go to https://learnonthego.eu/en/
(you can choose one of other languages
using the dropdown menu)
Step 2: Click on the
‘Resource Toolbox ‘ button
Step 3: Click ‘Enter the Platform ‘

Step 4: You can either log in using you
Facebook account or click the
‘Create new account ‘ button.
Step 5: Fill in the required fields to get
your account started
Step 6: After the account is set up
you can start browsing the platform. It
provides a walk-through to help you
browse more easily. Now it’s time to
start your first lesson!
There is an interesting study about the
importance of migrant entrepreneurship
available on the website (https://
learnonthego.eu/en/case-studies)
and news about their new projects.

Why this tool is useful
The tool provides a free online platform with lessons about
entrepreneurship in the following areas:
Resource 1: Social Skills and Cultural Norms
Resource 2: Networking and Building Strong Business Relationships
Resource 3: Motivation
Resource 4: Enterprise and Enterprising Skills
Resource 5: Creativity
Resource 6: Spotting Opportunities
Resource 7: Generating and assessing ideas
Resource 8: Developing your business model
Resource 9: Financial Planning
Resource 10: Understanding your market
Resource 11: Raising awareness of your business
Resource 12: Visioning and Planning
The resources each consist of several learning objects and activities that
build upon each other. Participants can access the 12 resources and their
respective lesson packages at their own pace and in their preferred order.
After completing the learning journey, participants get a digital certificate.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Open Toolkit for Migrant
entrepreneurship Support
Mindset Development

I want to get inspired by role models
in migrant entrepreneurship.
Authoring organisation

Tool description by

Startups without Borders

IATAP

Tool license
© 2020 THE START UPS WITH NO BORDERS PODCAST / Valentina Primo

Business stage

Why this tool is useful
The START UPS WITH NO BORDERS PODCAST is a podcast focused on migrant
entrepreneurship. It is free and you can access it on the main podcast platforms
and from their website. It provides the stories, information, tips from other
entrepreneurs. It helps you learn in a more fun way and feels more engaging.

'HOW TO' GUIDE
‘How to’ Introduction: For entrepreneurs: Explain to your audience the
purpose and nature of the podcast stories and why it’s useful to listen to
role models to build one’s own aspirations.

Intervention format
Self-paced learning

Exploration

Key words
Mindset Development, Podcast, Role Models, Case Studies

About this tool
The tool is a modern, inspiring podcast about migrant
entrepreneurship. It provides interesting information
and stories from other entrepreneurs with migrant and
refugee backgrounds that can serve as role models and
case studies for aspiring entrepreneurs.
Intended outcomes and outputs
Both the news stories and podcasts of Startups without Borders provide
relatable stories and case studies that can inspire migrant entrepreneurs
and provide them with insights into life as an entrepreneur, especially
for people with migrant and refugee backgrounds.
Since this is a podcast, something that you can listen to, you can
always visit back the episodes you find interesting, keep notes and
get useful information about entrepreneurship. New episodes are
being aired every week too.
Format

Access

Audio & video streaming

https://startupswb.com/podcast

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Step 1: Go to https://startupswb.com/podcast
Step 2: Click on the “Podcast” button to listen to any episode you would like
Step 3: …Click on the “News & Stories” https://startupswb.com/news-stories to
browse through other relevant and interesting information presented in short
story and news posts.
Discussion: You can incorporate the news and podcast content into a wider
mindset building approach, e.g. discuss in groups or individually what inspired
the entrepreneur and what lessons they took for their own journey from the
case studies and news stories.

CATEGORY APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL THIRD PARTY TOOLS IN

F O U N DAT I O N A L E N T R E P R E N E U R S H I P S K I L L S
Tool name

MIGRAPRENEURS:
AN ENTREPRENEURIAL
JOURNEY FOR MIGRANTS

ENTREPRENEURIAL
POTENTIAL SELF-ASSESSMENT

FAST IDEA GENERATOR
MODULE

FUTURE-SELF PORTRAIT

ENTREPRENEURSHIP &
MENTAL HEALTH
14

Target
group(s)

Highlyskilled
migrants

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

This guide, dedicated to transferring skills to
self-employment, targets unemployed or underemployed migrants/refugees; helps them discover
their skills as entrepreneurs/intrapreneurs & analyse
how they can take them to the practice with specific
information on how to create a company in United
Kingdom, France, Spain and Turkey.

MAKRO Management
Development
Consulting Company
(Turquía) en
colaboración con
Migrapreneurs Project
Partners”

©
MIGRAPRENEURS

Link

An online self-assessment of entrepreneurial
potential. This can help an interested or aspiring
entrepreneur understand what their natural
inclination towards an entrepreneurial mindset, and/
or a facilitator to understand what delivery content is
needed.

BDC - Business
Development Bank of
Canada

© BDC - Business
Development
Bank of Canada

Link

A guided learning approach through the fast idea
generator tool and how best to use it. This should be
used when wanting to generate new ideas by looking
at a problem, challenge or opportunity from a broad
range of perspectives.

The Open University

AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International (CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Link

A tactile exercise to think through where you want to
be as a leader in 5 and 10 years’ time. By drawing and
visualising your ideal future self, you can then work
out what is needed to get there.

Clore Social
Leadership

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

Link

A page with 4 videos with stories from 3
entrepreneurs and insights from mental health
professionas discussing some of the most common
mental health challenges for entrepreneurs and how
to help handle them. Would be useful as a jumping
off point for a deeper discussion and for normalising
mental health struggles as an entrepreneur.

TechStars

© Techstars 2020

Tool name

GUT CHECK

Target
group(s)

All Groups

Link
to tool

Link

About this tool

A list of steps for assessing information on ideas and
where to go next with them. Should be used after the
initial phases of ideation to list out the potentials and
challenges of different business or design ideas.

Author /
Organisation

License

IDEO

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialNoDerivs 3.0
Unported
(CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
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•

... to prioritise the next steps in developing my business

•

... develop my early stage business idea in a group setting

•

... find inspiration & role models for creating successful social enterprise

•

... learn how to start and run a business and / or social enterprise

•

... plan a test of the critical assumptions of my business idea

•

... work out the budget needed to start my business

•

... prioritise my customer segments in an easy and quick manner

•

... create innovative products and services that are meaningful to clients

•

... select the best of my ideas by the end of an ideation session

•

... visualise & map gaps in the market & competition

•

... understand my customers & their needs to build a service / product they need

•

... train entrepreneurs how to conduct a good interview as a part of user research

•

... plan a test of the critical assumptions of my business idea

Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support
Intended outcomes and outputs
Entrepreneur skills assessment

I want to prioritise the next steps
in developing my business
Authoring organisation
TERN - The Entrepreneurial Refugee Network

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
1-1 interview; 1-1 mentoring;
self-paced completion with review

All stages

Key words
Recruitment; skills assessment; prioritisation;

About this tool
This tool helps the entrepreneur deconstruct their larger business
objectives into a clear sequence of well-defined steps prioritised in
terms of logical sequence and strategic business value. At the same
time, practitioners can observe the entrepreneurs’ approach in using
this tool. This observation gives the practitioner an initial insight into
the entrepreneurs’ ability to work and project manage their business
journey independently / with minimal guidance, as well as into the
entrepreneurs’ familiarity of business development methods and
concepts, in particular in the host country lingua franca. When you
are developing your business there is often lots to do before the
business can start and it can sometimes be hard to choose what to
do first. This tool helps you plan backwards from your big objective,
set some clear, meaningful milestone and smaller actions against
your milestones. You can then use the tool to prioritise these actions,
which gives you a clear sequence of things to do.
Format

Access

PDF

Email Programme Manager Emily Leonard at
emily@wearetern.org to request access to this document

MAGNET TOOLKIT

Provides clear focus for next steps and support plan. Introduces common
vocabulary for business concepts. Enables practitioner to assess entrepreneurs'
capability to work independently and what progress they have made to date.

'HOW TO' GUIDE
The tool should be introduced by the assessor,
case worker or mentor at a first meeting with the
entrepreneur. The activity can either be carried
out autonomously (remotely, after sending the
interactive document to the entrepreneur for
completion at home, with subsequent review),
or collaboratively in a face to face or remote
VoIP scenario.
Upon completion of the activity, a follow up dialogue
(ideally face to face) should occur during which
the entrepreneur’s output is discussed and a final

priority list and business goal is agreed upon. This
final list not only defines the entrepreneur's own
project plan for their business development, but
also informs the composition of a clear service /
mentoring plan for the entrepreneur in terms of
a) how urgent/often, b) what topics to cover,
and c) what additional tools or people to introduce.
‘How to’ Introduction: The worksheet gives a
breakdown of different common business actions
and assets. Use this exercise to select your top
priorities for your business as they currently are.
This will help you to select which to focus on, and
your support manager to map out what resources
you should be connected with.
Step 1: Understand Concepts: read through
the different descriptions of the actions and
as-sets to make sure you know what they are.
Step 2: Select up to two actions: select
1-2 actions that are most important to your
business right now.
Step 3: Select up to three assets: select 1-3
assets that are most important that your
business has right now.
Step 4: Send to your Support Manager:
send your completed sheet to your support
manager, who will then set up a time to
discuss and finalise your service plan.

For Migrant Entrepreneurship Support
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Idea Development / Idea Refinement

I want to develop my early stage
business idea in a group setting

Intended outcomes and outputs
Participants can clearly name the problem their ideas will solve, the
perspective of potential users and/or customers and can give a
concise and clear pitch about their idea.

Authoring organisation
SINGA

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage
Exploration, Ideation

Intervention format
Strategy, Workshops

Key words
Ideation; idea development; target customers; customer profiling

About this tool
An ideation workshop is a full day of working very intensively on
individual business ideas. Future entrepreneurs come together in a
group and they will share and receive feedback from their peers. In
the process, some entrepreneurs with similar ideas may decide to
join forces and continue as a team.
This tool is suitable for early stage ideation when entrepreneurs
either have a rather vague business idea that needs refinement
or for entrepreneurs in a highly competitive market who have not
found a viable minimum value proposition in that market yet.

Format

Access

Audio & video streaming

Link

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Setting: Large room with lots of windows or empty wall space. Each participant will be
allocated to their own space at a window or wall where they work standing up on large
flip chart papers (attached with sticky tape or blue tack). You will need several flip chart
papers for each participant. Also: have plenty of post-its ready.
Roles: The workshop (up to 15 projects) works best with two persons leading the
workshop and another 2-3 persons acting as 'facilitators'. Facilitators make sure that
methods used in the workshop are understood and that everyone feels safe. Facilitators
can either circulate around the room or be allocated to specific projects to 'look after'.
It is crucial that workshop leads and facilitators stick to process and methods and do
not lead participants into certain ideas or directions. Entrepreneurs have ownership and
agency at all times over their projects and will find their own ways.
Step 1: Introduction: Explain the setting and give a very brief overview of what will
happen on the day. Try to create a safe space where ideas can flow freely. There is no
right or wrong here. Provide name tags for all and introduce the workshop leads and
facilitators.
Step 2: Creating a group for the day: There are many ways to do this, choose a
method that works well for you. We do a 'skills network'. All stand in a circle. One of
the leaders has a ball of strong string or wool in their hands. They start by saying their
name and one skill they have ‘My name is … and I am really good at … ‘. Throw the ball to
another person holding onto the string or wool. So the string goes back and forth until

migrantacceleration.eu

everyone has said their name twice and has named two skills. You
should now have a network of string/wool within the circle. Make
sure everyone understands that this represents the groups and
the talents within the group and that everyone is a very valuable
resource for today. Place the network carefully on the floor and
leave it visible for the whole day.
Step 3: Problem Tree: At the center of the Problem Tree methods
stands the problem that a business idea solves for the user. This
problem is written as the trunk of the tree. The trees root represents
the causes of the problem, the branches the consequences of the
problem.
This is a way to focus the mind on the user perspective and learn
more about the pain points of the future user. You will find plenty
of examples and more details on this methods by searching the
internet. Explain the problem tree by drawing an example that is
NOT related to any of the projects of the day in front of the group.
Allow time for questions. Entrepreneurs then work on their flip
chart paper to draw a problem tree relevant to their projects. Stand
by to assist anyone with language difficulties or who has not fully
understood the method. Encourage participants to dig deeper by
identifying 'causes of causes' and 'consequences of consequences'.
After 30 to 45 minutes have participants share their findings in
groups of three or four. Then each participant selects one cause of
the problem that is most relevant to their project. This is what they
will work on for the rest of the day.
Step 4: ‘How Might We ‘ (HMW): HMW is a way to address
the problem identified in the problem tree exercise WITHOUT
proposing a solution. It is deliberately phrased in a way that should
not limit creative thought. Anything is possible at this stage.
Encourage wild ideas. Participants should formulate different
questions, all beginning with ‘How might we ‘ to address the
chosen problem. Then let them choose one.

Step 5: Persona Brainstorming: A persona is a kind of model user or
a 'typical customer'. A persona stands for a type of user or customer.
Participants now work again in groups of 3 or 4. Each entrepreneur
introduces their problem and their HMW question. Then everyone in
the group brainstorms for 3 minutes on who a typical user might be.
They should go beyond male/female or age range.
What kind of job might they have? What is their family situation.
Encourage everyone to go for quantity over quality. Whatever comes
into their head goes on a post it and up on the wall space.
They do this for each person in the group.
With a clear picture of potential users, entrepreneurs can start market
research to understand the present context better. The next step is a
first iteration of a Lean Business Model Canvas with information gained
in the ideation workshop and through market research.

Tool case studies
Case Study 1: M. is a trained chef who is passionate about eliminating
food waste in the industry. She came to us with this passion and with her
expertise, but was unsure what kind of business might result from this.
At the end of the ideation workshop, she came up with a no-food-waste
store, combined with workshops for chefs who also wanted to eliminate
food waste. She is now in business and has even received an award for
her outstanding idea.
Case Study 2: I. is also a trained chef and wanted to open a restaurant
offering Peruvian food. During the ideation workshop she realised
that in the highly competitive food business she lacked a competitive
advantage over all the other existing restaurants.
After the workshop, she developed her idea further into a shared
co-working kitchen where chefs from different backgrounds come
together to offer a truly unique restaurant experience for her customers.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs

Ideation / Idea validation

I want to find inspiration & role models
for creating successful social enterprise

Provides entrepreneurs with a clear structure for planning their test
of the critical (make/break) assumptions about their business idea
and puts this plan into a sequential action list.

Co-authoring organisations Tool description by
*see list of contributing
organisations on next page

University of finance,
business & entrepreneurship

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage
Exploration / pre-incubation

Intervention format
Action planning, 1-1 mentoring

Key words
Business development; ideation; idea refinement; testing; test

About this tool
The E-book serves as collection of 50 case study examples
featuring exciting role models for aspiring entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurs in training. Each case study includes a descriptive
text, pictures and links to the official websites of the highlighted
enterprises. The examples are collated from five countries (Bulgaria,
Greece, Poland, Romania and UK ) promoting in particular female
entrepreneurs' success.
The E-book provides inspiration for the reader to follow their
passions and generate their own ideas for a business and/or
social enterprise. It also encourages them to search and find good
practices and case studies more specifically from their own country
of residence and to share identified case studies with their peers.
Format

Access link

PDF

http://open-mind-project.eu/wp-content/
uploads/2018/03/Open-Mind_E-book_EN.pdf

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Instruct the entrepreneur in training to take the following steps.
Step 1: Read the E-book
Step 2: Write down ideas for new business and/or social enterprise
Step 3: Share and discuss with peers, e.g. fellow entrepreneurs in training or
with a business mentor, business coach or case manager
Step 4: Pick one or two of their own ideas and compare them with relevant
case study business from the E-Book to identify overlaps and differences.
Step 5: Reflect on how the overlaps and differences influence
which of one's own business ideas to pursue.

migrantacceleration.eu

Why this tool is useful
As a structured approach to your day-to-day, this tool helps
you plan ahead realistically and to organise the next steps of
business development. You can use the tool to establish what
features of your business idea you want to test, how you want
to test, what assets you need to carry out the test and who your
testers should be, as well as what costs this might entail.
The co-authoring organisations who created this toolkit

Tool case studies

VUZF University, Bulgaria
Business Foundation for Education, Bulgaria

The E-book of 50 inspiring social entrepreneurship examples from 5
countries is jointly elaborated by the partners in the Erasmus+ funded
project ‘OpenMind – Gamified platform and open online course in Social
entrepreneurship for female learners and students from diverse fields of
study ‘.
The main goal was to promote female entrepreneurship and to serve for
role model and case study examples for students.
We wanted to enhance the ideation process and to inspire students by
providing them with examples of successful social enterprises.

D. A. Tsenov Academy of Economics, Bulgaria
Institute of Entrepreneurship Development, Greece
University of Lodz, Poland
University Titu Maiorescu, Romania
Sheffield University Management School,UK

There was an online platform in which the students were able to generate,
hare and discuss ideas after reading the E-book. The students generated
and shared in the platform some 20 ideas per month.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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'HOW TO' GUIDE

Business Development

I want to learn how to start and
run a business and / or social enterprise

Step 1: Reading and learning: Read materials, watch videos lectures, answer questions,
fill tests and exercises for each module of the course.

Co-authoring organisations Tool description by
OPENMIND PROJECT
*see full list of contributing
organisations on next page

Step 2: Discuss and contribute:
Participate in discussions, carry out
peer assessment, provide input.

University of finance,
business & entrepreneurship

Tool license

Step 3: Explore social problems

Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Step 4: Research: Conduct
field research on the needs of
beneficiaries.

Intervention format
Action planning, workshops
and 1-1 mentoring

Ideation

Key words
Business plan; idea refinement; marketing; operations; pitching

About this tool

Step 5: Ideation: Describe your ideas
and gather team to realise your ideas.
Step 6: Review inspiring case studies

The MOOC is based on a comprehensive methodology
and includes 8 modules, which introduces students to
the fundamentals of social entrepreneurship: identify
opportunity, create a business model, prepare business
plan, attract investors, learn how to establish, effectively
manage and communicate the activity of a social start-up,
and how to apply various replication and exit strategies..
Format

Access link

MOOC

http://open-mind-project.eu/project-outputs/

Step 7: Legal: Learn the specific legal requirements concerning social enterprises.
Step 8: Development: Develop business models which have clear value proposition
to the beneficiaries; Prepare growth strategy; Prepare a business plan and present it
in a pitch.
Step 9: Assessment by mentors: Online coaches guide you during your journey,
throwing light on your forthcoming missions, helping you keep on track. They will
introduce you to the next levels, encourage participation, provide ongoing support
and feedback on the assignments.

Intended outcomes and outputs
Able to identify opportunity, create a business model, prepare
business plan, attract investors, learn how to establish,
effectively manage and communicate the activity of a social
start-up, and how to apply various replication and exit strategies.
MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Step 10: Assessment by peers: Revise the work and provide scores and
constructive feedback to other learners on previously set criteria. Resume the 3 key
features of the assessed peer assignment using the ‘sandwich ‘ feedback model
(strengths, suggestions, summary)
migrantacceleration.eu

Why this tool is useful
This course introduces you to the theory and practice of social
entrepreneurship. It prompts you to write down your business plan,
generate ideas and share and discuss it with other participants.
You are also encouraged to explore different ways to attract
investors and raise funds in order to start your business.
The structured approach to develop business model and plan your
business allows you to review your expectations about what your
chosen business will involve and to organise the next steps
in your work.

business ideas. For their efforts and achievements learners
received learning points for each activity they perform; better
performance led to more points; excellence and high results
in the assignments were awarded with badges. A digital badge
is an online record of achievements, tracking the recipient’s
communities of interaction that issued the badge and the work
completed to get it.
Results of using the tool: The increase in self efficacy is one
of the most spectacular results of the course. These results
are well reflected by the astonishing 98% percent of students
who agreed that the course affected their knowledge of social
entrepreneurship and their multidisciplinary/soft skills.

Tool case study
Context: The Massive open online course (MOOC) introducing Social
Entrepreneurship was jointly elaborated by the partners in the
Erasmus+ funded project ‘OpenMind – Gamified platform and open
online course in Social entrepreneurship for female learners and
students from diverse fields of study ‘.
The main goal was to enhance access to entrepreneurial education
and create equal opportunities in the labour market for groups which
are disadvantaged and under-represented in entrepreneurship.

The co-authoring organisations who created this tool
VUZF University, Bulgaria
Business Foundation for Education, Bulgaria
D. A. Tsenov Academy of Economics, Bulgaria
Institute of Entrepreneurship Development, Greece

Why we used the tool: We wanted to improve access to
entrepreneurship training for a large number of students and ensure
that they have an opportunity to acquire entrepreneurial skills, start
up and operate in business or self-employment, regardless of their
personal characteristics and background.
How we used the tool: The enrolled students were encouraged
to complete all modules and tasks with the help form assigned
mentors. They used the gamified platform to present and discuss

University of Lodz, Poland
University Titu Maiorescu, Romania
Sheffield University Management School,UK
11235 Ltd., UK and Bulgaria

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs

Business Development/Access to Finance

I want to work out the budget
needed to start my business
Authoring organisation
TERN - The Entrepreneurial Refugee Network

The Startup Budget tool provides an entrepreneur with a clear idea of the budget
necessary to launch their own business and maintain it in its first year of trading. This tool
can also be used as evidence for when applying for a loan, to show that the entrepreneur
has a clear understanding of the costs associated with launching their business.
The entrepreneur can use this tool to be able to work out the budget needed to
start their business and keeping track of their startup costs against this budget.
The entrepreneur’s team manager/ trainer should review the tool to ensure that the
entrepreneur has a well thought through startup budget. They should look to challenge
the budget, to see if there are any costs that the entrepreneur has overlooked, or if there
are any ways the entrepreneur can look to reduce costs as part of starting their business.
The tool can also be used to inform loan applications.

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Facilitated, 1-1

Activation

Key words
Business development, Access to Finance, Loan Application.

About this tool
This tool can be used for an entrepreneur to work out the budget
that they would need to set up and run their business in its first
year of trading. This tool allows users to list out the different
items needed as part of setting up their business, their costs, and
evidence of this. It also allows users to determine whether the
cost is an one off ‘setup ‘ cost (eg. buying equipment to set up a
stall), or a regular, monthly cost (rent). This tool is also useful for
when applying for a loan, in providing evidence of the amount of
capital needed to launch the business.
Format

Access

Spreadsheet

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/
d/10thZ6M-iUGXje0kxpC2-C0wVVra45UpLFJ2ZZgTHdU/edit#gid=0

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Step 1: Read. Read carefully the heading of each column carefully to understand
what each column means. To go through the different columns from left to right:
‘Category ‘ is what you would group each item under, eg equipment, staff. Item
would then be the different things you would need to run your business. These
could be both services (employees) and products (equipment).
‘Link to Item ‘ would be a website link to the item that you would be looking to
purchase, as evidence of its specifications and costs. ‘Cost/Item ‘ is how much
one of each item would cost. ‘Number of Items needed ‘ would be the number of
items needed, either for starting the business or for monthly running costs of the
business. ‘Setup or monthly ‘ would be whether the item is needed for the setup
(start) of the business (buying equipment), or as a monthly regular cost (eg rent).
‘Total ‘ calculates the individual costs* the number of items needed, either for setup
or each month. The column ‘Setup Costs ‘, will give you, if you have listed the item
as a setup cost, the total costs of the items. The column ‘yearly running cost ‘ will
give you, if you have listed the item as a monthly cost, the total costs of that item
after running it for a year.
Step 2: list items: Begin by listing out the different items you believe will be needed
to set up your business, under column ‘Item: Product or Service ‘. You might want
to first focus on the costs of starting your business, rather than the monthly running
of your business, complete the below steps, then come back and do the same for
monthly costs.

Step 3: find examples of items, item costs and number of Items
needed: For these items, find website links to where you can purchase
the item, placing the link under the column ‘link ‘. Then state the cost
of the item in the column ‘cost/item ‘. Then state how many of those
items you need, under the column ‘number of items needed ‘.
Step 4: setup or monthly costs. Think about whether this item is a
setup cost (needed to be purchased for the launch of the business,
such as equipment for a food stall), or a monthly cost, a recurring cost
needed to be paid on a monthly (eg. rent), and fill in on the drop down
list accordingly.
Step 5: ‘Working out total costs ‘. The formula should then work out
the total costs for you for each item. If the item is a setup cost, the sheet
will work out the total setup costs of that item (item costs*number of
items). If the item is a monthly cost, the sheet will work out the total
monthly running cost of that item (item costs*number of items).
Step 6: ‘Total Costs ‘. The sheet should work out automatically the total
costs of starting the business. You can find this at the top of the sheet, in
the cell to the right of ‘Total Setup Costs ‘. It will also tell you the costs
of running the business for a year, which you can also find at the top of
the sheet in the cell to the right of ‘ Year 1 Costs ‘.
Helpful notes for completing this worksheet:
The sheet can be quite overwhelming for someone when looking at
it in its entirety. To make the tool more accessible, start with individual
items to make it more tangible to the entrepreneur. Discuss through
each item by asking them questions, allowing their answers to fill the
sheet in:

Why this tool is useful
A key part of starting a business is understanding its
different costs, both to initially launch it, and also the
continuous costs as part of the first year of trading.
Understanding these different costs will allow the
entrepreneur to understand, first, how much capital they
will need to launch their business and, secondly, their
ongoing monthly costs that they will need to at the very
least cover if their business is going to be sustainable.
A start-up budget is also extremely important when
applying for a loan. A loan partner will want an applicant
to demonstrate they have a strong understanding of the
costs of setting up and running their business, as a first
step of showing that they have the necessary financial
awareness to run their business successfully.

‘What item would you need to set up a food stall? ‘
‘How many would you need? ‘
‘Would you need this item once to start your business or every month?’
You will find that the sheet will automatically give you answers
on total costs, which may seem slightly daunting to some
entrepreneurs at least initially.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Customer research / Customer Segmentation

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

I want to prioritise my customer
segments in an easy and quick manner
Authoring organisation
DELITELABS

Thinking about the service / product you will offer, whom would be your potential
customers? For steps 2, 3 and 4 you need to give scores, in accordance with SPA table.
Step 1: ‘Segment’: Who you be
interested in your service? Using the
following demographics examples and
other possible ideas you have, create
customer profiles: what is the typical
gender / age / geographical location /
education level / profession / income /
marital status / do they have children ….?

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage
Ideation and validation

Intervention format
Action planning, workshops
and 1-1 mentoring

Key words
Customer research; customer segmentation; target customers;
customer profiling; market analysis; market research; positioning

Step 2: ‘Size’: How big is this market?
Choose an option from large, medium,
small It is important to a critical
judgment about the market size. You can
question, for example, in your city or in
your country how big is this customer

About this tool
Ever received the reply 'Everyone' when asking an entrepreneur
what their customer segment is? ‘Everyone’ is not a customer
segment. No business can successfully target all segments.
Every entrepreneur needs to identify their ideal target group(s).
This tool utilizes the ‘Size Pay Access (SPA)’ method, a great starting
point to customer segmentation using a ‘gut check prioritisation’.
Format

Access

PDF

Email Delitelabs Director Hanna Wieten
at hw@delitelabs.com to request access to this document

Intended outcomes and outputs
Entrepreneurs have broken down the larger population into clear
customer segments and have used their intuition and impressions
to date to differentiate, score and prioritise customer segments.
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segment?
Step 3: ‘Pay’: How much would customer group pay for your service? In example: students
tends to pay less than a middle-age employed customer.
Step 4: ‘Access’: How good is your access to customers` group? In example: if you are
willing to have millionaire as customers, would you easily have a network with them?
Step 5: ‘Result’: Multiple the scores given on the three pillar and make note of the final
result per segment. The highest scores means you should invest time better analysing this
target customer segment.

Why this tool is useful
You should be able to prioritise the most efficient target customer
segments to start working with. Splitting the market in segments gives
you the chance to evaluate which target customer group would give you
the fastest or best return. It does not mean you cannot work with other
groups, but to prioritise the most beneficial for your business.
The result of this analysis should be a rank of customer segments you
can work with. By understanding the three pillars (SPA) you will have a
greater clarity about the effort you need to put on each group. The result
will also help you evaluating next steps to approach your different target
customer segment in accordance with the network and relationship
already in place.
This tool can be reused whenever you feel it is necessary to reevaluate
your customer segment, for example when you are preparing to launch a
new service or product.
Helpful notes for completing this worksheet:
https://customerdevlabs.com/2012/08/23/
prioritizing-customer-segments-with-excel/

Case study: How we used the tool
Why we used the tool: At Delitelabs, this tool is being used during our
pre incubation trainings. After an initial ideation round and first steps of
market research This tool is used to prioritise the most effective customer
segment to focus on at first. Often people start of with many different
segments or really big and broad segmentation which makes a crafting
an specific and desirable value proposition difficult.
How we used the tool: We use this in after some initial customer / market
research. Once potential segments have been identified, the tool helps
in making chooses what segment to focus on at first. This enables to
continue with additional research and identifying early adaptor customers
who can be involved in testing and prototyping the business concept.
Impact of using the tool: Prioritisation of different customer segments and
clear focus on what is the most effective customer segment to further
research and develop a fitting Value proposition for during the early
stages of business concept development.
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' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Business Development

I want to create innovative products
and services that are meaningful to clients
Authoring organisation
University of finance, business & entrepreneurship

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Self-paced

All stages

Key words
Business Development. Ideation. Innovation Process. Customer research.
Product design. Service design

The application of the tool requires acquiring knowledge about what innovation is and
how innovation is produced within companies. Follow these steps:
Step 1: Read the definition of innovation and its
main pitfalls from the presentation
Step 2: Analyse the 12-step path to business innovation and reflect how you
could implement these steps..
Step 3: Discuss your insights in collaboration with your tutor, mentor or peer
to peer. Co-define how these steps concretely apply to your current product
and service design process. For each of the steps, define a real life example
grounded in your business context and project to make the process more
tangible.
Step 4: Discuss ideas for future products
and services that you would like to create with your tutor.

About this tool
The ‘Companies’ path to innovations ‘ tool introduces entrepreneurs
and managers with the concept of innovation as a process that yields
not just products or services, but that creates personalized solutions
to a client’s problem that adds value to their life.
Intended outcomes and outputs
Upon completion of the tools, entrepreneurs will be familiar with the
process of innovation creation through analysis of their customers’
preferences so as to create value for them.
They will be able to apply the featured ‘12-step’ path to coordinate their
innovation process.

Why this tool is useful
The tool provides entrepreneurs with a 12-step path for the organization of a
business ideation and innovation process, starting with the source of innovation
- the customer and their needs and desires; moving to finding personalized
solutions to the clients’ needs; and ending with the delivery and brand & marketing
processes.
Following the proposed innovation process enables companies to create
meaningful solutions that stand out as innovative and value adding to its clients.

Entrepreneurs produce a list of ideas for new products and services
which could have a meaningful impact on potential clients.
Access Email Mario Kamenov at VUZF under mkamenov@vuzf.bg
to request access to this tool
MAGNET TOOLKIT
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' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Idea Development

I want to select the best of my ideas
by the end of an ideation session

‘How to’ Introduction: Explain the purpose of the activity to the entrepreneurs.
First, through discussion, define 2 paradigms and 2 parameters per paradigm that
your entrepreneurs find useful Y and X axis together for the purpose of your process

Authoring organisation
DELITELABS

Why this tool is useful

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage
Ideation

Intervention format
Group workshop; Facilitated,

Key words
Ideation, Idea Selection, Idea Development

The method is suitable following the’
divergent idea-finding phase’ which
tends to yield multiple, alternative
solutions to the same problem or need.
It is used to structure and narrow down
an initially large pool of ideas and to
preselect one or a few ideas for further
examination and validation.

About this tool
This method helps evaluate ideas collected in advance
according to their impact and effort (alternatively, you can
exchange these two parameters with any other parameters,
eg. feasibility versus originality). Can be used both for your
own evaluation process and democratically in a team.
Format

Access

PDF

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jsNH
N8n5DN0DYtZkoUZAOoNcJisB2pIg

Step 1: ‘Matrix’: Draw a 2x2 matrix as shown in the figure. The Y-axis refers to the impact
of the idea, while the X-axis represents the effort that you need to put in to bring the
idea to life.
Step 2: ‘Mark’: If you are using the labels from the examples, mark the squares as ‘winning’,
‘wild card’, ‘not worth it’ and ‘low hanging fruit’ (unless you want to define your own labels).
Step 3: ‘Vote’: If the method is used by teams rather than individuals, have the team discuss
and vote democratically which of the labels they want to assign the individual ideas to.

Intended outcomes and outputs
After the initial step of ideation, this approach can be applied
to use group feedback to evaluate a set of business ideas in a
structured way in order to determine which idea(s) to proceed
with and which to discard. A narrowed down list of ideas and
research objectives on how to refine them further.

MAGNET TOOLKIT

Step 4: ‘Discuss’: Discuss the result in the team / group.
‘Low hanging fruit ‘ ideas should be implemented rapidly or kept as a reserve.
‘Wild card ‘ ideas should be further elaborated in order to find a way to implement
them. ‘Winning ‘ ideas should be tackled immediately and the necessary steps
should be discussed.
Ideas that do not fit into one of these three squares can be discarded.
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Business development. Market Research.

I want to visualise gaps
in the market & competition is
Authoring organisation
TERN - The Entrepreneurial Refugee Network

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Key words
Business development, Market Research, competitor research

The completed tool can also be used as evidence of having conducted
market research in loan applications or business plans, for example.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
With this exercise you will be applying the market research you have conducted and
mapping where your competition ranks. Use this exercise to determine what areas your
business should prioritise in order to stand out from your competition, or use to show
how your business idea already does stand out from your competition.

About this tool
The competitor map is an interactive way to see how you can
best stand out from your competitors. Based upon direct and
indirect competitors’ strengths and weaknesses across six areas,
you can rate your competitors and then see, based upon where
the gaps are in the ratings, where your business would be most
advantageously placed.

Format

Access

PPT/Google slides

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wx1h8bvAh_
V7NZP2CLxjzcOOE8yvwvDE/view?usp=sharing

MAGNET TOOLKIT

Use to start a discussion of narrowing down what the business’s USP is,
where the market gap is, and apply to the questions of:
a) what is more important and less important for my business to focus
on when selecting products/services?, and
b) what should the business focus on when marketing to potential
customers?

Intervention format
Facilitated, 1-1; Group workshop

Ideation

30

Intended outcomes and outputs
Reveals the big picture of how entrepreneurs’ business can stand out
from the competition and narrows down what their v could be. Through
the preparation for and completion of the exercise, the entrepreneur
also completes market research and has a better understanding of their
competitors.

For Migrant Entrepreneurship Support

Step 0: Pre-Research: If you haven’t already, visit or extensively research at least 4
competitors and note down their strengths and weaknesses. This is the minimum
information you should gather, but as a bonus also make note of their pricing, customer
types and customer reviews. At least half should be direct competitors, and the
rest may be indirect competitors. Note: Direct competitors sell the same product/
services as you, whereas indirect competitors are those who don’t sell the exact same
products/services as you, but who customers might still go to in order to get their
needs met. Here is an article that explains this in more detail if you are unsure.
Step 1: Define Categories: The provided categories in the grid and their definitions may
not perfectly apply to each industry. Before you rank your competition, make sure the
definitions and categories are relevant to your industry, and change accordingly. If you
change the categories, make sure to update the definitions in the lower right side.

Step 1: Rank the Competition: For each of your competitors, write their name into one
of the coloured rows and rate them from 0-10 (10 being the most profitable/best in the
market) by moving the corresponding coloured dot to the rank you give them.
Step 2: Connect the Dots: Connect the dots with their corresponding-coloured lines.
Step 3: Size up the Market: In the ‘Size of the market share ‘ box, change the size of the
circles to correspond to how big of a market reach that each of the competitors has,
namely who currently sells to the most people and has the biggest presence in the
industry. Also adjust your business’ dark blue circle to how much of the market you have
or expect to reach.
Step 4: Rank your Business: Now, it’s your turn! Look at where the dots of your
competitors are, and see if there are any gaps and clusters per category. If there are
clusters, your business will likely need to meet or exceed that standard. Where there are
gaps, rank where your business will perform within that gap.
As you determine where in the gap to rank your business, consider the market share of
your competitors and try to stand out most from the competitors with the largest market
sizes. After going through each category, you should connect the dots, and that line will
be the gap in the market that your business should be occupying. This will also be a
useful visual prompt to show others how your business is unique from your competition.

Why this tool is useful
The competitor map compiles market research into a simple visualisation that reveals
where the market gap is amongst your competition. It requires thorough field or
digital market research. It prompts you to score each of your main direct and indirect
competitors out of 10 across six categories.
After you map out each of your competitors, you can then see where the gaps in their
businesses are, and score where your future business will map on to the competition
and fill the gap for customers. Compiling your competitor research into this map will
help you to better understand your competitors’ strengths and weaknesses, narrow
down who your main competitors are, and see what your business should focus on
achieving in order to be competitive to customers.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs
Business development

I want to understand my customers & their needs
to build a service / product they need & want

The entrepreneur has acquired a method that allows them to carry out customer
research interviews using a framework and tools that make customer research
and the gathering and articulation of insights straightforward.
After a good understanding of the customer using the customer empathy map, you
can use your findings to build the customer journey, to understand all the phases
that customers go through until he/she reaches the target service or product.

Authoring organisation
TERN - The Entrepreneurial Refugee Network

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format

Ideation

Group workshop, Facilitated, 1-1

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Why this tool is useful
The Empathy Map is a visual technique to describe in detail customer needs in
each segment targeted to create more differentiated customer profiles.

Key words
Business development. Customer research. Ideation

About this tool
Although any entrepreneur is likely to spend a lot of time developing
their product or service, many forget about getting to know and
understand their customers, their needs and ‘pain points’. Putting
customer needs is central to the development of a viable solution.
This tool is a beginner’s level Persona template, in essence a simple
Empathy Map helping entrepreneurs to articulate their customers
needs, goals, behaviours, expectations and so on you will be able
to use it to design and test your product/service. This tool helps
entrepreneurs understand their prospective customers' needs.

The tool is best applied in collaboration between the entrepreneur and prospective
customers. It is important that the entrepreneur meets customers to ask them
about their feelings, needs and preoccupations.
It is important to get as much information as possible from different areas.
When the Entrepreneur wants to address different types of customers, it is preferable
to create one profile for each customer segment. To give the persona as much ‘life
‘ as possible, the persona should be given a name and demographic attributes
(age, gender, income, marital status,etc.)
To use this method, the following materials are required:
- Printed Empathy maps
- Note stickers with pens (To allow discussions and listing different ideas)

Format

Access

PDF

Email Programme Manager Emily Leonard at
emily@wearetern.org to request access to this document
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Using the method in a group setting:
Start by dividing people into 2 groups working on a hypothetical to stimulate ideas.

Next, allow time for entrepreneurs to take turns in role play: in the
first round, let one entrepreneur play the customer and the other
own customer segments. Participants can play 2 roles, either on
the business side or as customers to be interviewed by other
entrepreneurs.
Step 1: ‘See’:
What does the customer see in her/ his environment?
If it is hard to fill this part you can use other questions,
who surrounds him/her?
What types of offers is she/he exposed to daily? Monthly?
Who are her/ his friends?
Step 2: ‘Hear’: How does the environment influence the
customer?
Use more questions to stimulate brainstorming,
what does her/his friends say?
What does her/his parents/boss say?
What really influences her/him, and how?
Which media channels are relevant and influential?

Step 6: ‘Gain’: What does the customer gain?
What does he/she really want to achieve?
Helpful notes for completing this worksheet:
1. These are guideline questions but participants
might come to different ones using the same map.
2. It is advised to do a general mock exercise during
the session then allow sometime for participants to
meet real customers and gather some information
related to their business idea.
3. It is a dynamic exercise that allows the participants to
move, maybe go outside the room and find a random
person to interview and develop a sense about how
customers are different.

Step 3: ‘Think & feel’: What happens in your customer’s mind?
What is really important to him/her? Imagine his/her emotions.
What are her/his worries, dreams and aspirations?
Step 4: ‘Say & Do’: What does the customer say?
How does he/she behave in public?
What is her/his attitude? Is there a difference between
what he / she says and what he/she is doing?
Step 5: ‘Pain’: What is the customer’s pain?
What are her/his biggest frustrations?
What are the obstacles to satisfy his/her needs?
How is he/she trying to deal with them now?

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs

Ideation

I want to train entrepreneurs how to conduct a
good interview as a part of their user research
Authoring organisation
SINGA

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Group workshop; Facilitated, 1-1

Ideation

Key words
User Research, Market Research, Customer, Idea Development,
fFedback, Interview, Guidelines, User Interview

About this tool
This tool provides clear guidelines on how to conduct a
fruitful user interview. User research constitutes the very first
and a highly important step in developing a product or service.
User research product and service design, distribution
and marketing. The user interview is one of the most
common, straightforward and oftentimes easiest and
cheapest user research instruments.
A well executed user interview provides the entrepreneur
with deep insights into their potential customers’ needs,
wishes and expectations.

Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under

This tool should support entrepreneurs in their research pursuit and therefore maximise the
invaluable insight they gain from it. Truly understanding your customer and having these
observations as a ground for product/ service development is the ultimate key step for
the entrepreneurial step. In that sense, broadly seen, this tool is designed to maximise the
chances for success.
Based on the insight acquired through the interview, entrepreneurs should revisit their
initial idea and see which changes or upgrades to make it fully respond to their customers’
expressed needs or even exceed their expectations. These refinements of the idea can be
put in practice and tested through a next step of prototyping.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Why this tool is useful
This tool is meant for entrepreneurs in the initial phase of their entrepreneurial undertaking,
when they are still working on the idea development or idea refinement.
User interviews are a very affordable and accessible means of user research as they can
be carried out low cost or even without any expenditure.
When user interviews are carried out with care, they provide very direct insights into
customers’ explicit and implicit needs and expectations. This tool allows entrepreneurs
to focus their time and resources only on those ideas that are validated by customers,
therefore ensuring higher chances of success.

Step 1: ‘Explain the importance of the user research’: As the entrepreneur’s trainer,
explain the significance of the user research in general and the benefits of user interview
as a research instrument.

manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool
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Explain:
- the impacts of overlooking user research on relevance of
products and services and on the sustainability of a business
- how some interviewers can get carried away by their own
enthusiasm for the idea, thus turning the interview into an
ideas pitch instead, thereby negating the benefits of a user
interview
- how a ‘listen first’ approach and a focus on what really
matters to the potential customers will lead to better insights
Step 2: ‘Introduce the interview guidelines’ as follows:
- Adopt a beginner´s mind Listen with a 'fresh pair of ears' and
avoid interpretation. Explore unexpected jobs, pains and gains
in particular.
- The goal of the customer insight interviews is not selling
(even if a sale is involved); it's about learning. Don’t ask: 'Would
you buy our solution?' Ask: 'What are your decision criteria
when you make a purchase of…?'
- Listen more than you talk Your goal is to listen and learn,
not to inform, impress, or convince your customer of anything.
Avoid wasting time talking about your own beliefs, because it
is at the expense of learning about your customer.
- Listen and endure the silence
- Ask open questions and have an open ear
- Take down key quotes and notes. If appropriate, record
(with prior consent)

- Ask 'why' questions to get deep insights.
‘Why do you need to do _____?’,
‘Why is _____important to you?’,
‘Why is _____such a pain?’
- Don't mention solutions
(i.e., your prototype value proposition too early)
Don't explain, 'Our solution does...'Ask,'What are
the most important things you are struggling with?'
Step 3: ‘Exercise: My user interview
3.1 write down questions’: Task the entrepreneur with writing
interview questions for a prospective user interview that could
provide them with important insights. Instruct them to keep the
interview guidelines in mind and refer to them when in doubt.
3.2: ‘Conduct an interview’: In this step entrepreneurs should
get their immediate hands-on research experience by going
out and conducting an interview on the street. This can be less
or more easy depending on the locations where the tools are
implemented. Be prepared for reluctancy from the entrepreneurs’
side as interviewing people on the street is for the most rather
outside of the comfort zone. Task the entrepreneurs with
conducting at least 3 interviews.
Step 3.3: ‘Feedback’: After the entrepreneurs return from their
user interview, ask them how they felt, what they learned and
whether any customer statements were particularly insightful or
surprising. Next, ask them how they will continue their research.

- Get facts, not opinions Don´t ask: 'Would you…?’ Instead, ask,
'When is the last time you have..?'

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs
Ideation / Idea validation

I want to plan a test of the critical
assumptions of my business idea
Authoring organisation

Provides entrepreneurs with a clear structure for planning
their test of the critical (make/break) assumptions about their
business idea and puts this plan into a sequential action list.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

DELITELABS

Tool license

Thinking about the service / product you
will offer, whom would be your potential
customers? For steps 2, 3 and 4 you need to
give scores, in accordance with SPA table.

Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage
Testing / Soft-launch

Intervention format
Action planning, 1-1 mentoring

Key words
Business development; ideation; idea refinement; testing; test

About this tool
Planning tool for the 'earliest possible' testing and validation of
an entrepreneur's critical assumptions of entrepreneurs' product
and service ideas. The tool encourages them to reflect on what
assumptions are critical for their business, and what they might
need research further or validate.
The daily test planning part of the tool provides a simple
framework in which to organise and envision one's workflow to
test the product, service or marketing design idea. It prompts
participants to document their expectations regarding actions
and timings, broken down by different chunks of time in the day.

Step 2: ‘prioritise’: Define key assumptions and
'show stoppers' & what you need to test first?
Step 3: ‘first assumption’: start with your first
assumption and define what do want to test
Step 4: ‘measure’: define what do you want to
measure; what variable do you test; what data do
you want to collect?
Step 5: ‘good result’: formulate what you think
qualifies as a 'good result?

Format

Access

Step 6: ‘materials’: what materials do you need?

PDF

Email Director Hanna Wieten at
hw@delitelabs.com to request
access to this document

Step 7: ‘costs’: how much does it costs?
Money, materials, in-kind resources –
can it be done at 1/10th of the costs?

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Step 1: critical assumptions: list your most
critical assumptions that needs to be true
to make your idea work, regarding market,
customers, competitors, etc.
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Step 8: ‘interactions’: who is your
tester audience and what is their
fit in your customer segments?
Step 9: ‘interactions’: how many tester
interactions are needed to validate the concept?
Step 10: ’get in touch’: how will you 'recruit'
your tester audience?
Step 11: other important information:
what other important information do you need?
Step 12: deadline: define your final deadline,
by when you need your results ready in relation
to your business development timeline.
Step 13: ‘plan’: (backwards) plan you goals
and actions, on what day do you need to
have done what to realize your test before
your deadline? Including who does what?

Why this tool is useful
As a structured approach to your day-to-day, this tool helps you
plan ahead realistically and to organise the next steps of business
development during the concept testing phase. You can use the tool
to establish what features of your business idea you want to test,
how you want to test, what assets you need to carry out the test and
who your testers should be, as well as what costs this might entail.

Case study: How we used the tool
Why we used the tool: At Delitelabs, entrepreneurs in training who are new
to entrepreneurship were meeting weekly to develop their business ideas.
The aim of the programme was to help them develop both a business idea
and a entrepreneurial mindset.
How we used the tool: A few weeks into the pre-incubation
entrepreneurship programme, we wanted the aspiring entrepreneurs to
test their key assumptions during the weekly training session, after a lot
of customer research and an ideation session, the theory of lean start up,
prototyping and the test tool were explained and introduced. Participants
were asked to define the key assumptions of their business ideas and think
of ways to test those that need to be true to be successful. And to fill the
planning tool to test those assumptions.
Impact of using the tool: participants made their ideas come to life and
made them more tangible. Often user tests and expert interviews gave
a reality check of the feasibility of their ideas, all input for refining and
improving their business ideas.
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CATEGORY APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL THIRD PARTY TOOLS IN

P R E - I N C U B AT I O N
Tool name

START A BUSINESS IN
GERMANY

CENTRAL THEME FOR
PLANNING YOUR START-UP
[IN GERMANY]

CHARITY PICTURES FIND FREE PHOTOS FOR
YOUR WEBSITE

DESIGNING YOUR DIGITAL
STRATEGY

STAKEHOLDER MAPPING

38

Target
group(s)

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

Online guide for foreign students, academics
and professionals who intend to start a business
in Germany. The website covers a broad range of
information about the legal & regulatory framework
to start a business in Germany and provides contact
details for further assistance.

Fachstelle
Migrantenökonomie
im Förderprogramm
“Integration durch
Qualifizierung (IQ)”

Copyright ©
Fachstelle
Migrantenökonomie
im Förderprogramm
“Integration durch
Qualifizierung (IQ)”

Link

The German Federal Ministry for Economic affairs
provides a number of multi-lingual checklists to
start a business in Germany. ‘Central theme for
planning your start-up’ addresses the most important
milestones that lead to your business.

German Federal
Ministry of Economics
and Energy

Copyright ©
German Federal
Ministry of
Economics and
Energy

Link

An article that details the top places to get free good
photos, as well as how to understand how to best use
them to create impact on your digital platforms.

White Fuse

Copyright ©
White Fuse Ltd

ForAChange

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

Clore Social
Leadership

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

Link

Toolkit for creating online campaigns for fundraising.
This is mostly geared towards charities, but many
of the principles are best practice for general
fundraising and campaigning.

Link

An exercise that can be done solo or with a team to
list out all the potential stakeholders in a particular
sector, challenge, etc. and to then cluster them
together on your ‘map’ to discover or illuminate
connections.

Tool name

DRAW YOUR MISSING PERSON

BUILD YOUR LEAN CANVAS

PROTOTYPE TESTING PLAN

PROMISES & POTENTIAL MAP

CAUSES DIAGRAM

Target
group(s)

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

An exercise that can help an entrepreneur think
about what gaps they have in their current team, who
their ideal teammate or co-founder might be.

Clore Social
Leadership

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

Link

A blended learning resource combining videos and
worksheets to go through the steps of creating a
lean business canvas. The output should be that
entrepreneurs can describe their business customers
and unique value.

TechStars

Copyright ©
TechStars 2020

DIY

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

DIY

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

DIY

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

Link

Link

Link

A worksheet that helps to pinpoint the ways to test a
prototype and when to do so. Ideally, this plan would
be used both at the early stages of testing and at the
finalisation stage.

A worksheet to help define where a business idea’s
added value is based upon what the business does
and who the idea is for. This will help to show how the
business offering would stand out to customers.

An exercise that helps to take a problem and break it
down to its causes. This will help to better frame the
problem that the business is trying to solve and may
also help generate potential solutions to the problem.
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Tool name

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS MAP

ENTRECOMP: THE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
COMPETENCE FRAMEWORK

40

Target
group(s)

All Groups

Practitoners

Link
to tool

About this tool

Link

This is a worksheet that can either be used by
enterpreneurs to think about what types of partners
they need and break the process of partnerships
building into steps, as well as helping practitioners to
find partner support when starting new programmes
and initiatives.

Link

The Entrecomp framework allows practitioners
to map and assess the entrepreneurial skills of
their end users - when recruiting and to track
participants’ progress during programme support.
It consists of 3 interrelated and interconnected
competence areas: ‘Ideas and opportunities’,
‘Resources’ and ‘Into action’, each of whch is
mapped to specific outcomes.

Author /
Organisation

License

DIY

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

European
Commission

Copyright
© European
Union, 2016
Reproduction
is authorised
provided
the source is
acknowledged.
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I want to...
•

... select the business loan most suitable to my needs

•

... I want to calculate how much I can afford to borrow

•

... help get an entrepreneur ready for an investment pitch

•

... understand how much I can borrow to finance my business

Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support

Finance and accounting / Access to business loan finance

I want to select the business
loan most suitable to my needs

Intended outcomes and outputs
Provides entrepreneurs with a mean of mapping clear categories of
information they need to collect from lenders before deciding on
taking a particular business loan.

Authoring organisation
MICROFINANCE CENTRE

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format

Pre- and post startup

Action planning

Key words
Loans; business loans; loan capital; forecasting; cash flow forecast

About this tool
Provides a clear understanding on how to assess the amount of a
business loan to request, to ensure financial safety for the family and
the business. Applying this method and tool will prevent financial
stress during the loan repayment.
The entrepreneur uses the tool to calculate the amount of monthly
(or weekly) loan instalments that s/he is able to repay considering
their current income, expenses and savings. The entrepreneur
anticipates a fluctuation in business performance (for example:
sickness, emergency expenses, rainy day) and therefore potential
bottlenecks to their ability to repay loan amounts.

Format

Access

PDF

Email Ewa Bańkowska, Responsible Finance Expert
Ewa@mfc.org.pl to request access to this document

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Many micro entrepreneurs, while applying for
the loan to finance their businesses, choose
loans they cannot afford or choose loans,
that add to financial stress in crisis situations.
Understanding loan conditions is a crucial step
before taking on any decision.

Many micro entrepreneurs, while applying for
the loan to finance their businesses, choose
loans they cannot afford or choose loans,
that add to financial stress in crisis situations.
Understanding loan conditions is a crucial step
before taking on any decision.

The tool helps people with no former
experience with formal lending to identify all
necessary conditions and terms which need
to be known before making a decision about
applying for the loan.

The tool helps people with no former
experience with formal lending to identify all
necessary conditions and terms which need
to be known before making a decision about
applying for the loan.
We used the tool in the training for people
who have never had experience in applying
for any type of loan with financial institution.

We used the tool in the training for people
who have never had experience in applying
for any type of loan with financial institution.

Step 1: read the questions
Step 2: Write down answers to those questions you already have
Step 3: add any additional questions that come to your mind
Step 4: meet a lender and ask yet unanswered questions.

migrantacceleration.eu

Why this tool is useful
This short instructional video presents you with two basic rules of
thumb to help you assess what monthly loan repayment instalment
you realistically would be able to pay in such a way that does not put
the business, you and your family under financial distress.
The video provides clear guidelines on how to do these calculations.

Tool case study
Context: Many micro entrepreneurs, while applying for the loan to finance
their businesses, choose loans they cannot afford or choose loans, that add
to financial stress in crisis situations. Understanding loan conditions is a crucial
step before taking on any decision.
Why they used the tool: The tool helps people with no former experience
with formal lending to identify all necessary conditions and terms which need
to be known before making a decision about applying for the loan.
How they used the tool: We used the tool in the training for people who have
never had experience in applying for any type of loan with financial institution.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Finance and accounting / Access to business loan finance

I want to calculate how much
I can afford to borrow

Intended outcomes and outputs
Provides entrepreneurs with a mean of mapping clear categories of
information they need to collect from lenders before deciding on
taking a particular business loan.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Authoring organisation
MICROFINANCE CENTRE

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format

Pre- and post startup

Action planning

Key words
Business development; ideation; idea refinement; testing; test

About this tool
Borrow Wisely: How much can I afford to borrow?
Many micro entrepreneurs, while applying for the loan to finance
their businesses do not take into considerations the risks that
can prevent them from timely repayment of their monthly
instalment (for example due to reduced revenue and cash flow
based on reduced business hours due to sickness, broken car,
unexpected expenses, family issues, etc.). As a result, they tend
to put themselves and their families under financial stress due to
too a increasingly big debt burden. This short video helps you to
understand a few simple steps to analyse how much debt you
can really afford in your current financial situation, to make it safe
for your business and your family.
Format

Access link

Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJzSRO4WAFQ

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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The video can be applied as stand alone and self-explanatory video aiming at
awareness raising. It can be also used as preparation for counselling focused on
access to finance. A counsellor / mentor can use the video as a background for
the exercise of calculating the repayment capacity of a person.
Step 1: Watch the video
Step 2: 1st rule of thumb: Apply the first rule of thumb #1’ to calculate your
monthly savings, following the steps recommended by the first rule of
thumb in the video
Step 3: ‘Review expenses’: If it turns out you have no monthly savings,
review your expenses to cut down on those expenses that are not absolutely
necessary
Step 4: ‘Rule of thumb #2’: Apply the second rule proposed by the video to
calculate the total monthly instalments you can afford and manage to repay.
migrantacceleration.eu

Why this tool is useful
As a structured approach to your day-to-day, this tool helps you plan ahead
realistically and to organise the next steps of business development. You can use
the tool to establish what features of your business idea you want to test, how
you want to test, what assets you need to carry out the test and who your testers
should be, as well as what costs this might entail.
Whenever you are in the process of considering to take on a business loan, it is
important to consider what risks come with taking on debt finance.
We recommend you ensure that the business loan conditions and amount not
just match the needs of your business, but also your own financial situation. This
will allow you take a calculated risk.
This tool will help you calculate the loan amount you are able to take over what
time period. As a result, you are more prepared to avoid stress and repay your
loan on time.

Tool case study
Context: Many micro entrepreneurs, while applying for the loan to finance their
businesses, choose loans they cannot afford or choose loans, that add to financial
stress in crisis situations. Understanding loan conditions is a crucial step before
taking on any decision.
Why they used the tool: The tool helps people with no former experience with
formal lending to identify all necessary conditions and terms which need to be
known before making a decision about applying for the loan.
How they used the tool: We used the tool in the training for people who have never
had experience in applying for any type of loan with financial institution.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs
Access to Finance

I want to help get an entrepreneur
ready for an investment pitch
Authoring organisation
TERN - The Entrepreneurial Refugee Network

Tool license

Elicit organised and thorough feedback on the investment pitch and outline
the key areas for improvement. The sheet may also be used as a decisionmaking tool for narrowing down which pitch is most ready for an upcoming
pitch opportunity.
The pitch assessors should take notes and score the pitch during the pitch
and should complete fully immediately after the presenter leaves the room.
Upon pitch completion, initial feedback should be shared verbally with the
presenter by a lead assessor and contributed to by additional assessors. After
the presenter leaves, assessors should complete their scoring and notes, and
then briefly discuss the participant to align on the key development area(s).
The lead assessor will then follow up with the presenter via video or phone
call to discuss the key areas of strength and improvement.

Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Facilitated 1-1 or group workshop

Set-Up

Key words
Access to finance, pitching, investment,
seed capital,angel investment, venture capital

About this tool
The investment practice pitch scoresheet is a practitioner tool for
generating, recording and sharing feedback on entrepreneurs’
practice investment pitches. The sheet enables listeners to
score and generate notes on a variety of pitch criteria.

Format

Access

Spreadsheet

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/
d/1Uhw4Y2Xv_-3W4nodClsgus3TGnhEoJXycdI8i
EV_2B8/edit?usp=sharing

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
With this sheet you will be analysing and capturing feedback on an investment
pitch for the purpose of generally informing the presenter or ranking out of
multiple pitches. If you are the presenter giving the pitch, this tool will be used
to give you insights on what you have done well and what you should focus
on improving, and it would be helpful for you to look over the different areas
beforehand so that you are aware of what investors are looking for in pitches.
Step 1: Familiarise: Before you do anything, individually read through the
different criteria descriptions to familiarise yourself with what each criterion
specifies. This is so you know exactly what to be looking out for.
Step 2: Review Together: All listeners of the pitch (assessors) should come
together at least 5 minutes before the pitch to denote who will be the lead
assessor who shares general feedback immediately after the pitch with the
presenter. Ensure that all assessors write in their names for their assessor
columns and know where to put their notes and number scores.
Step 3: Pitch: Restate the time limit for the pitch and keep time once the
presenter has started. Take notes on things that stand out in relation to the
criteria as justification for your impression/score.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Step 4: Initial Feedback: Once the pitch has ended, the lead assessor
should encourage the presenter by immediately sharing some positive
feedback on what they did well and some tips on what they can work
on. The lead assessor can also open up the ‘floor’ to the other assessors
to contribute feedback as appropriate. Share the timeline for receiving
the official feedback and any next steps involved with the presenter.
Step 5: Debrief & Official Feedback: After the presenter has left, ensure
all assessors have completed their notes and scoring, and discuss as
needed. The lead assessor should draw out from the scores, notes,
and/or debrief what the key area of feedback is and communicate
that to the presenter within the stated timeline for giving the official
feedback.
Helpful notes for completing this worksheet:
1. Not all of the criteria definitions are intuitive or necessarily in order of
when you would come across them during the pitch, so it’s helpful to
understand them and know where they are in the sheet well beforehand
so you can quickly input notes/scores during and immediately after
the pitch. 2. It is ideal to have 3 assessors present during the pitch. We
would recommend no fewer than 2 and no more than 5.`

Tool case study
Context: Entrepreneurs seeking investment were invited to give demo
pitches to members of the TERN team in order to ‘compete’ for spots to
pitch to investors at an event.
Why they used the tool: The TERN team used the tool to make sure each
entrepreneur was judged fairly and to quickly teach team members what
to look out for during the pitches.

Results of using the tool: TERN was able to narrow down
who the best candidates for the pitch event were and give
all presenters feedback that enabled them to improve their
business case. Some were matched with experts to help
them improve their pitch and used the captured feedback to
guide them.

Why this tool is useful
The investment practice pitch scoresheet is used to
guide a pitch assessor through the key feedback areas
that matter to investors and to capture both quantitative
scoring and qualitative notes on areas of strength and
improvement for sharing with the presenter.
You should use it if you want to capture and share
consistent, instructive feedback. This detailed and
structured approach to investment pitch assessment
enables even those who don’t know much about
pitching to be ready to look out for what is most
important to investors and ensures that the feedback
given to presenters is meaningful and helpful for driving
targeted improvement.

How they used the tool: TERN invited 6-8 entrepreneurs in for 30-minute
pitch slots (10-minute pitches, 20 minutes for set up and feedback) and
made sure at least two assessors were present for each slot.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs
Entrepreneur/Access to Finance/Launch/Borrowing

I want to understand how much
I can borrow to finance my business
Authoring organisation
MICROFINANCE CENTRE

The entrepreneur will be able to calculate the size of the monthly instalment he or she
can repay without putting their household budget at risk. Knowing a monthly instalment,
she or he can easily understand the amount of the business loan that she or he can afford.
There are two outputs from this analysis. 1. If the budget analysis demonstrates that a loan
is a suitable means of financing that will not put the household under stress, the next step
would be the inquiry about the business loan and review of its conditions, including the
monthly instalment size. 2.If the budget analysis demonstrates that take on loan capital
and monthly installments in a repayment plan is prohibitively risky.
In this scenario, the entrepreneur should contemplate alternative financing that is lower
risk in principle, such as a ‘friends and family ‘ fundraising round (with nonetheless clear
written agreement on conditions of use and repayment of this type of finance).

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format

Activation

Self-paced, Facilitated, 1-1

Key words
Entrepreneur, Access to Finance, Launch, Borrowing

About this tool

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
1. Insert all categories of income you have, including the tax refunds, seasonal income, family
and business income.
2. Insert total monthly income size for each income type – in those months the income is
reported

The tool helps any person, especially those handling
businesses and household budgets together, to calculate
how much they can afford borrowing.
The exercise helps to calculate what the maximum amount
of monthly loan installments that would not jeopardize
household expenditure is.

3. Insert all categories of expenses you have, including expenses for bills, food, and seasonal
once (i.e. heating fuel in winter, of holiday gifts)
4. Insert total monthly expenses for each type
5. Calculate savings: incomes – expenses for each month
6. Divide total savings by 12 (months)

Format

Access

PDF

Email Ewa Bańkowska, Responsible Finance Expert
Ewa@mfc.org.pl to request access to this document

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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7. Calculate 70% of average monthly savings – this is the maximum size of the monthly
instalment
TIP: Be as precise as possible. Avoid being too optimistic

migrantacceleration.eu

Why this tool is useful
Micro entrepreneurs very often mix their business and household budgets –
depending on their financial need and cash flow, they fluidly move money between
these two ‘pockets ‘. In the case where an entrepreneur takes out a business loan,
which needs to be repaid monthly, this extra cost may create a danger to his/her
household budget that could result in there not being enough money to cover basic
needs of the family.
This tool helps calculate how much the entrepreneur can afford borrowing without
putting his/her personal household financial security at risk. The exercise prompts the
calculation of an entrepreneur’s maximum amount of monthly loan installment they
could make without endangering their personal household budget. This maximum
amount is reached by calculating the entrepreneur's monthly savings that can be
generated throughout the year based on the family's household cash flow.

Tool case study
Context: Participants new to entrepreneurship were meeting weekly to
develop their business ideas. The aim of the programme was to help them
develop both a business idea and an entrepreneurial mindset.
Why they used the tool: Six weeks into the programme, we wanted them to
think more concretely about what their life running their business would look
like.
How they used the tool: During the in-person weekly session, the activity was
introduced and then completed with the assistance of their business buddy, a
volunteer with entrepreneurship experience. At the same time, they discussed
what an MVP was, what their MVP would look like, and how to break down the
steps for setting up the business.
Results of using the tool: Participants felt more aware of and prepared for
the work that would need to go into setting up and running their business.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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CATEGORY APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL THIRD PARTY TOOLS IN

F I N A N C I A L L I T E R AC Y
Tool name

MEETING WITH YOUR BANK:
WHAT’S IMPORTANT!
[IN GERMANY]

CALCULATE THE
ENTREPRENEUR’S WAGE
[IN GERMANY]

PROFITABILITY FORECAST

ISSUING INVOICES CORRECTLY
[IN GERMANY]

CASE STUDY: JOINT APPROACH
OF LBGROUP & THE EDA
50

Target
group(s)

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

Practitioners,
Mentors

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

The German Federal Ministry for Economic affairs
provides a number of multi-lingual checklists to start
a business in Germany. ‘Meeting with your bank’
covers questions regarding a plausible business plan
and manners to ‘convince your bank advisor’.

German Federal
Ministry of Economics
and Energy

©
Bundesministerium
für Wirtschaft &
Energie

Link

The German Federal Ministry for Economic affairs
provides a number of multi-lingual checklists to start
a business in Germany. ‘Calculate the entrepreneurs
wage’ helps you to determine how much money you
need to earn to finance your private expenses.

German Federal
Ministry of Economics
and Energy

©
Bundesministerium
für Wirtschaft &
Energie

Link

The German Federal Ministry for Economic affairs
provides a number of multi-lingual checklists to start
a business in Germany. ‘Profitability forecast’ supports
you to calculate your entrepreneur’s wage and to
form a liquidity reserve.

German Federal
Ministry of Economics
and Energy

©
Bundesministerium
für Wirtschaft &
Energie

Link

The German Federal Ministry for Economic affairs
provides a number of multi-lingual checklists to start
a business in Germany. ‘Issuing invoices correctly’
summaries the most important components and
features for correct and complete invoices in Germany.

German Federal
Ministry of Economics
and Energy

©
Bundesministerium
für Wirtschaft &
Energie

Link

Describes a joint initiative by Lloyds Banking Group
and the Enterprise and Diversity Alliance to boost the
productive engagement of Ethnic Minority Businesses
(EMBs) in enterprise mentoring schemes. It outlines
the value of enterprise mentoring to the growth and
survival of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
in general and to EMBs in particular, including how it
can improve access to finance.

University of
Birmingham/
Leadership Enterprise
& Diversity Lab

© University of
Birmingham

COMMUNITY
BUILDING&
FAC I L I TAT I O N

I want to...
•

... offer future entrepreneurs a glimpse of real-life experience

•

... raise mentor awareness of personal bias and entrepreneur needs

•

... provide entrepreneurs with 1:1 access to expertise from different fields

•

... collect feedback from participants after an entrepreneurship workshop

•

... use a simple tool to facilitate group feedback (peer to peer)

•

... create ground rules, a safe space a self-correcting group dynamic

•

... facilitate check in/out with trainees for safe and open sessions

Why this tool is useful
Participants who are in the early stage of ideation tend to benefit
most from this tool. The entrepreneur’s talk provides authentic
insights into highs and lows of entrepreneurial life. This tool enables
participants who are motivated to take the entrepreneurial path to
be even more motivated to work hard during their entrepreneurship
development programme and beyond.
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Practioner - facilitation: Ideation

I want to offer future entrepreneurs,
a glimpse of real-life entrepreneurial
experience: its routine, mindset and lifestyle.
Authoring organisation
SINGA

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Group workshop

Ideation

Key words
Ideation, Mindset, Entrepeneurial Journey, Testimonials

About this tool
‘Entrepreneur’s talk’ is a tool arranged in a form of a friendly, rather
informal talk between participants and established entrepreneurs.
In this talk, the entrepreneurs answer questions and share their
experience on what it takes to be an entrepreneur in reality. This is
really important as the entrepreneurial pursuit takes much more
than having a great idea and even a good team - it takes a proper
mindset. Therefore it is important that the participants get exposed to
this insight as early as possible so they have a clear picture of what
amount and kind of effort awaits them on the journey.
Intended outcomes and outputs
Participants have a clear picture of what the entrepreneurial path entails
and can assess to which extent that path is aligned with their personal
profile, capacity and motivations. Besides introducing transparency, this
tool can also prepare future entrepreneurs for upcoming challenges.
After the Entrepreneur’s talk participants feel inspired and can pursue
their chosen path with more clarity, confidence and readiness.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Step 1: ‘Source established entrepreneurs as guest speakers’:
First, choose two or three entrepreneurs to participate in the talk. Preferably,
choose entrepreneurs who work in different industries, covering both products
and services. If you cannot recruit all the entrepreneurs from your network,
scan search relevant networks online - e.g. through a profile search on LinkedIn
or similar professional platforms. Contact prospective guest speakers directly.
Step 2: ‘Prepare guiding questions’: Create a list of questions to guide the guest speakers.
Keep in mind that the participants will also have an opportunity to ask questions, so
your list doesn’t have to be exhaustive (no more than 20 questions). Cover both life as an
entrepreneur and business matters with your questions. Some exemplary questions:
‘How many hours per week do you invest in your business? ‘, ‘What is the best business
advice you have ever gotten? ‘, ‘How have you decided on working in that specific industry?
‘, ‘Do you work on improving your service / product and how? ‘,
‘What are the biggest rewards, as well as biggest pitfalls of running a business? ‘,
‘How do you manage your team? ‘, ‘Which services do you outsource and why? ‘ etc.
Step 3: ‘Entrepreneur Guest Talk ’:
Main talk: The moderator introduces the format. After that, moderator starts reading
the questions, addressing either all or one specific entrepreneurs. Moderator
encourages participants to ask sub questions and actively participate in the talk.
Q&A: ‘leave the floor to the participants’: Moderator announces the part in which
participants can ask questions in a free manner. After there is no more questions, the
session is finished.
‘Wrap-up’’: Just like any other workshop, we always want to improve. This is why
the moderator organises a feedback round in which both participants and the
entrepreneurs share their thoughts on the experience.

Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under
manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool
MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Training business mentors

Intended outcomes and outputs

I want to raise mentor awareness of personal
bias and entrepreneur needs

Mentors understand the needs of entrepreneurs and reflect upon
their own prejudices and stereotypes. They feel comfortable voicing
concerns and fears. This is a good preparation for the first encounter
between mentor and entrepreneur.

Authoring organisation
SINGA

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage
Activation, Set-up,
Stable, Expanding

Intervention format
Action planning, Delivery
assessment, Presentation, Strategy

Key words
Ideation; idea development; target customers; customer profiling

About this tool
For an effective mentor-mentee relationship, it is crucial that
mentors understand the perspective of mentees. Very often, migrant
entrepreneurs are matched up with local (native) mentors. Therefore,
a transcultural perspective is required to make the relationship work.
Since migrant entrepreneurs are diverse in their values, mindset and
customs, an awareness of different cultural lenses is more useful
than a simple enumeration of (perceived) cultural differences.
We must also recognize that while mentors usually come with
the best intentions they may have concerns or fears about the
relationship that they may find difficult to voice. This tool presents an
approach to creates a safe space for mentors to share their concerns
and to actively engage them in self-reflection on the above issues.

Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Setting: Any room will do. Ideally attendance for each of these sessions is limited to
around 10 to 15 people to aid interaction. You will need a projector or screen to show a
picture, post-its and somewhere to stick the post-its.
Time Frame: 2-3 hours, depending on group size.
Step 1: Introduction and expectations: Explain why you’re here. Give a very brief overview
of what will happen on the day. Try to create a safe space where everyone can express
themselves ideas can flow freely. A circle of chairs without desks usually works well. The
most important thing for these exercises is that the workshop leader is on an equal footing
with the group, i.e. avoid standing in front of the group sitting down. A good rule of thumb
is: 'Sit when they sit, stand when they stand'. Provide name tags for all. Ask everyone for
their expectations for this session and put them up on post-its.
Step 2: The hard facts: Mentors will most likely be most keen to know about your
organisation, which programme(s) you run and what kind of business projects are in
your programme(s). You will need to provide this information, including a lot of space
for questions (there will be many). You can do this either in this session or at a separate
meeting in advance of this meeting.
Step 3: Mood-setting - Reflecting on personal experience: This exercise is designed to
set the scene and also provide a change of perspective. Ask everyone to reflect on a time
when they were the mentee and somebody else was acting as their mentor. They can also
reflect on their relationship with somebody influential in their lives, either professionally

manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool
MAGNET TOOLKIT
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migrantacceleration.eu

or in private life. Even if people never had a formal mentee/mentor experience,
everybody has or had at least one person who played this role informally. Ask
them to write on post-its what behaviour, traits or values their mentor had that
made this experience so valuable for them as mentees. This reflection is done in
silence and on their own. After a couple of minutes (don’t rush this) ask them to
share and put the post-its up. You can start clustering them while you put them
up or do it afterwards. Very often you will find common parameters such as ‘they
encouraged me ‘, ‘they took me seriously ‘ and so on. Workshop leaders also take
part in this exercise. You will write down the values that are most important to your
organisation, but share them as a past mentee/mentor experience. Often people
will agree and start sharing on the same values.
Step 4: A transcultural experience: This exercise is designed so mentors can
reflect on how easily all of us fall into the trap of projecting our own experiences
and expectations onto others. It is CRUCIAL that you as workshop leader and
representative of your organization include yourself here. We all, however
'enlightened' we may feel, do this projecting. Get into the spirit and don’t set
yourself above the mentor crowd. Show them a picture like the one inserted here.
Ask them to write down what they see (in silence and individually). Then
everyone shares their thoughts. Even without any guidance from you, people will
have different perspectives. Give space for these differences to emerge in the
conversation within the group. Ask what makes them think this. Point out these
differences of perspectives. Then go one level deeper and question the reasoning.
For instance, very often people will agree or at least argue strongly and we see a
large family in the example picture. Ask them how they know.
Does it say so in the picture? It is certainly possible, but do we know? Other will
agree that it must be a poor family (or a group of people). What in the picture
indicates this? The lack of a car? Everyone crammed onto a single motorcycle? Or
the Asian features of their faces? Keep going until you have questioned at least three
widely held assumptions (ideally choose examples that cover at one assumption.

Step 5: Concerns and fears - Anonymous questions: When you
introduced the programme and projects in step 1 you will have
answered quite a few questions that people asked openly.
These are usually quite factual questions about content or processes.
It’s much more difficult to draw out concerns and fears people might
have that they don’t feel comfortable sharing. Depending on your
audience, some might not like to admit they have concern about
religious traditions for example or they might worry about extremism
but don’t want to appear prejudiced.
These are valid concerns. They are there. If not addressed they will
linger. One ways to draw out these worries is to allow them to be
submitted anonymously. You can, for example, give everyone small
pieces of paper, have them write the questions (always call them
questions, never concerns or worries!) on it, fold it and collect them in
a jar. Mix them, draw them out one by one and address what’s on the
paper.
Another method: If you have a movable board in the room, ask
everyone to write questions on post-its and stick them to the back of
the board. Collect the post-its after every mentor has put them up so
nobody can see what the others have written. Again mix them up and
address them individually.
Step 6: Feedback and close: Go back to the expectations you
gathered in Step 1 and check if they’ve all been met. Ask for feedback
on this session, e.g. ‘Today I liked …. ‘, ‘Next time I wish for… ‘. Close by
outlining the next steps and how you will facilitate the first encounter
with their mentee.

Step 4: (continued): from each mentor). Again stress that you do not know the
answers. The assumptions may well turn out to be true. It’s a tool to question our
perspective and expectations..

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Practitioner: Facilitation: Entrepreneurial Mindset

I want to provide entrepreneurs with 1:1 access
to expertise from different fields, arranged
in a form of 20-minute, intense sessions.
Authoring organisation
SINGA

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage
Activation

Intervention format
Event with external contributors

Key words
Expert, Concept, Business Model

About this tool
Expert Café is a series of focused sessions that allows
entrepreneurs to discuss their project with experts.
This setting provides entrepreneurs with intense
expert consultations on a desired topic, supporting
them to work on the most critical aspects of their
business in an efficient, focused way.

Intended outcomes and outputs
Participants should get answers to their specific questions they had or get the information
where they can find these answers reliably and preferably for free. As these questions
can and do vary greatly, the very challenge this tool resolve also depends on the
participant and their question.
Ideally, Expert Café would be arranged two times with the same experts, e.g. once at
the beginning and once at the very end of a programme. In the first session, experts
should help the participants formulate an action plan to resolve their challenge. In the
second session, after participants have carried out the action plan, they can report
their progress, ask follow up questions and get feedback from the expert.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Step 1: ‘Define Expertise Needs’: Consider the topics already covered by your wider
programme the Expert Café makes part of. Interact with your participants to create a
list of key expertise needs to be covered by the Expert Café. Note that some areas of
expertise are more specific than the others and may be harder to find an expert for.
Step 2: ‘Source Experts’: Based on the selected areas of expertise, contact experts
in your networks (main network, peer to peer network, expert platforms, etc.) and ask
them to participate in the Expert Café.Make sure that you explain your programme and/
or your goal clearly. When approached for the first time,it is always nice for the experts
to receive an attached concise presentation rather than an extensive amount of text.
Make sure to define your expectations as to whether there will be one or two sessions
(see below) and whether there will be any explicit one-to-one follow up between
experts and participants between a session 1 and 2.
There are many marketing agencies, lawyer offices etc. that offer pro bono services
for social businesses and NGOs. If such support is not available in your area, search for
specific profiles on LinkedIn or similar professional platforms and contact the experts
directly.

Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under
manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool
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Step 3: ‘Announce the Experts’: Once you have recruited the experts and informed
them about the time and format (whether online or in person), inform the participants
migrantacceleration.eu

about the experts who will be present. This is really important so that participants
can prepare their questions and make the most out of this opportunity.
Step 4: ‘Choose the Moderator’: As the Expert Café can get really busy and hectic,
it is essential to have a moderator to lead the session. This person needs to be fully
informed in advance about who the experts are, how many of them will be present,
how many participants will come etc. The moderator can be a team member or
one of the experts.
Step 5: Booking system: You can either do bookings / matches of entrepreneur and
expert prior to the day of the session or on the day of the session and in person. For
the booking prior to the session, you can use online matching tools or forms, many
of which are available under a free license. Alternatively, you can invite participants
to come half an hour earlier to the session to distribute bookings. If two or more
participants want to talk to the same expert, they can book one round each with
the expert on a first come, first served basis.
Step 5: ‘Expert Café’:
5.1 Introduction: The moderator introduces experts at the beginning and allows
participants to introduce themselves and their projects. Each expert sits at one
table with a sign stating their name and their expertise. Tables need to be distant
enough so that different conversations can flow uninterrupted.
Expert session - setup: There should be one expert and one participant at each
table. If there are more participants than experts, unmatched participants can
also sit and listen.
The moderator announces the beginning of the first round and sets the timer at
20 minutes. At the end of each 20-minute round, 5 minutes are allowed for free
rotations, unless an expert is ‘booked ‘ in advance.
Between the two main rounds, allow for a 15 minutes break.
Note: An expert and a participant can theoretically do two sessions in a row in
case no other participant wants to talk to that expert in the following round.

‘Finish the Expert Café’: Just like any other workshop, we
always want to improve. This is why the moderator organises a
feedback round in which both participants and experts share
their thoughts on the experience. We recommend a 10-15
minute feedback round, with three guiding questions: ‘What
were your key learnings and follow up actions?’. ‘What questions
remain unanswered and how do you plan to answer them?’.
‘What can we do to improve this format?’
You should finish the Expert Café by setting clear expectations
re the follow up: if and when you plan a follow up session with
the same experts; and whether experts can be contacted /
whether there will be explicit one-to-one follow up between
experts and participants after the session.
Why this tool is useful
Incubators normally cannot be fully customised to each and
every participant. The Expert Cafe format enables participants
to express and get input on very particular needs. The Expert
Café format is most suitable for entrepreneurs who are already
in an advanced phase of establishing their businesses (e.g.
those about to launch after significant efforts in planning
and developing their business; or those already trading), but
who still feel uncertain or lack some key knowledge about
specific topics of their future projects. As more advanced
participants, they will be able to formulate clear questions
and asks, whereas earlier stage users might struggle to make
good use of the format.
Case study: For instance, a particular entrepreneur might be
a top notch expert in artificial intelligence wanting to create
an online platform to teach about the topic. However, s/he
lacks the knowledge on how to plan the cash flow of an online
learning business, which can severely impede the project.
For this reason, having a focused session with a finance expert
can be the optimal solution.
MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs

Ideation

I want to collect feedback from participants
after an entrepreneurship workshop.
Authoring organisation
SINGA

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format

Useful at all stages

Group workshop

Key words
Ideation, Concept, Workshop, Feedback, Improvement, Iteration

About this tool
One wish, One like is a feedback tool and approach that
enables workshop organisers to receive immediate feedback
and recommendations for future workshops.
One wish, One like is a means to shape the program based on
the participants’ needs and preferences. It also increases the
trust and the satisfaction of the participants, by demonstrating
how we value and take into account their opinion.

This tool helps continuously improve future practice of your organisation,
by gathering insights instantaneously and without loss of quality of
information, immediately after an intervention,straight from the source your participants.
‘One wish, One like’ also helps the community built trust as it sends a
clear message to the entrepreneurs that their opinion is valued and well
received in a safe, friendly environment.
After completing a round of ‘One wish, One like’, outputs will be used to
refine your approach, e.g. regarding content and the methodology of your
intervention, or to create new interventions.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Step 1: ‘Prepare the board and explain the rules’: On one side of the board draw
a heart (for the ‘I like ‘ part) and a star (for the ‘I wish ‘ part). Explain to participants
that they are invited to share what they liked and what they wished was different
in the intervention they just received.
Step 2: ‘Collect the feedback’: Collect the feedback either in one of two ways:
- a fixed order
- ‘popcorn ‘ order (whoever feels like sharing first,’pops’ and shares).
Write down all the feedback on the board. Pay attention to emerging themes by
clustering similar answers on the board.
Please note that collecting feedback is different from an open discussion.
Do not reply to every feedback, just accept it and thank the participant for it.
If you are not sure what the feedback actually means, ask for clarification.

Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under
manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool
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Step 3: ‘Document the feedback’: Document the feedback, either by making a
photo of the board or in any other way. Use this feedback for internal analysis and
refinement of your practices.

migrantacceleration.eu
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Facilitation Tool

I want to use a nice and simple tool to facilitate
group feedback (peer to peer) to a group
member.
Authoring organisation

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

DELITELABS

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Group workshop

Ideation

Key words
Facilitation Tool, Presentation Skills, Feedback

About this tool
‘Sparks & Flames’ is a simple tool to facilitate a feedback loop
between a group and a facilitator. The tool enables the facilitator to
collect (1) ‘Sparks’ - strong points and ideas and and (2) ‘Flames’ points for improvement. It helps to give constructive feedback.

Intended outcomes and outputs
Constructive feedback for a group member who presented
his/her idea / pitch, differentiating between strong points and
complementary ideas (Sparks) and points for improvement (Flames).
Sparks & flames exercises help improve ideas and presentation /
pitching skills.
Format

Access

PDF

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18p8SpIV3OhOuKwn00YBmM0WI8OlUfc5

MAGNET TOOLKIT

Introduction: Sparks & Flames is a facilitation tool for structuring feedback
from the group to a group member. Use this tool to provide one entrepreneur
who pitches their ideas with group feedback.
Setup: Ask a group member or co-facilitator to collect / write down the
feedback points given by the group to share with the pitching/presenting
entrepreneur afterwards.
Step 1: Before group member presents, ask the group to write down their
‘Sparks’ what they liked in the presentation and their suggestions for the presenter; as
well as their ‘Flames’ aspects of the presented idea(s) that they think needs
improvement.
Step 2: After the presentation, ask the group to share the ‘Sparks’.
Each group member who wants to contribute a spark gets one
opportunity to speak.
Step 3: As in Step 2, now ask the group to share the ‘Flames’ - points for
improvement.
Note: The presenting entrepreneur who receives the feedback can
ask questions for clarification but cannot react to the Spark and Flame
comments!

For Migrant Entrepreneurship Support
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Why this tool is useful
Group Facilitation

I want to set ground rules for training with the
intention to create a safe space for participants
and prepare a self-correcting group dynamic
Authoring organisation
DELITELABS

To include and at times delegate responsibility and ownership of group behavior
and norms, at the start of a programme, it can help to jointly set ground rules
for the entire duration of a training program. Formulating rules together creates
consent and ownership. Over time, ground rules can help a group to become
self-correcting. This helps make facilitation easier and creates a group feeling
of ownership on the process and group dynamics, and thereby strengthens the
learning outcomes.

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Intervention format
Group workshop

Exploration

Key words
Ground Rules, Safe Zone, Self Correcting Group, Learning environment

About this tool
Ground rules, or group norms, as a facilitator tool are used to set
an agreed-upon level of behavior that will guide how participants
will interact with one another during a training course. Over time,
ground rules can help a group become self-correcting, meaning
that group members will begin correcting themselves based on
the norms that they have established.

Example set of ground rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Everyone speaks
One conversation at the time
Use the parking boards
Take a stand!
Soft on people, hard on ideas
No phone, no beeps
Do, do, do
Address stuff, ask for help
Start and end on time
Have fun!

Intended outcomes and outputs
The outcome of the process presented in this tool is a set of
ground rules, agreed upon by all involved in your programme
community, as a foundation and starting point that defines
interactions for the entirety of the training course/program/
period. The tool can also lead to an increased ownership level
among participants as, over time, ground rules can help a group
become self-correcting, meaning that participants and other
community members remind each other of the ground rules
when boundaries are being overstepped.
Format

Access

PDF

drive.google.com/open?id=1ciFvCIR0ET6av-zl-yrQoYC2vewt7fHk
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‘How to’ Introduction: explain in the first of a series of interventions /
in a first programme meeting that you will be working in this group and
space for a certain amount of time together. Elaborate how, to create a safe,
constructive and productive setting you will set some ground rules together,
on how you will interact, take care of the space you work in, and so forth.
Note: Have a look at the template presentation,
a good visual aid to convey the process.

Step 1: ‘Facilitator suggestions’:
After the introduction start with your facilitator writing a few ground rule
suggestions on a flipchart. These should be based on your organisation’s /
team’s values and working culture. By providing a starting point you’ll give
participants a clear foundation and mental reference as to how a ground rule
looks.
Step 2: ‘Brainstorm suggestions’: Take 5 minutes in pairs to come up
with and discuss suggestions. You can freely mix and match participants,
volunteers and team members - they are all part of the community.
Step 3: Plenary: Ask all pairs for suggestions. For each suggestion, do a quick
‘hands up’ vote to read the room and see the majority agrees. If so, write the
suggestion down on the board. Where suggestions are redundant, highlight
which existing suggestion on the board they match with. Emphasise that this
is a good thing as it shows agreement but don’t add a redundant suggestion
to the board.
Step 4: ‘Additions/suggestions’: ask if there are any adaptations/point of
discussion for these rules. Asking for additions empowers the group;
Step 5: Adaptations: Adopt the rules accordingly; adoption of the ground
rules builds implicit consent to follow them.
Step 6: optional: additional rules’: show them the additional questions to
complete the rules (if not covered yet)
1. How to balance the training/ program with the rest of your lives?
2. How to create a safe place to open up?
3. How to make everyone contribute to the group energy?
4. How to care about our space + lunch?
Halfway through the training, do a refresher and check in to see if the ground
rules are still valid, whether they need updating or if something new needs to
be added. You can do a group brainstorming / discussion round to inventory
related ideas and sentiments.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Practitioner - Facilitation & Community building

I want to facilitate a check in/out with trainees
to create the foundations of a safe and open
session.
Authoring organisation
DELITELABS

Intended outcomes and outputs
The check-in creates an essential bedrock for the rest of the group
session, in which things can be expressed more easily and participants
can get to the point faster.
At the end of a training session, a check out can be done, which gives
everybody a chance to speak to anything that is left to say, or reflect on
the day’s learning. Repeat check-ins and check-outs routinely at the start
and end of every session during the course of a programme.

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage
Exploration, Ideation, Activation

Intervention format
Group workshop

Key words
Mindset Development, Facilitation

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
‘How

to’

Introduction:

Introduce

some

‘Group

Agreements

‘:

- Listen actively and without judgement
- Listen but don’t respond/react: it's not a two-way conversation and we don't
react to what the other person shares

About this tool
A check-inround in which each trainee answers an open
question. A check-in is easy to do, has a very positive effect
on safety and inclusion in the group, and helps to get a good
overall idea of what is going on in the group.

Step 2: ‘Check In question’: Ask specific, open check-in questions. Prior to asking
the questions, think through which aspects of the participants’ experience you
want to check-in on on this occasion: business, sensitive, personal.
Step 3: ‘Lead by Example’’: Kick off the check-in yourself: share how you are feeling.

Format

Access

PDF

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FwzD0MaD
NHtE6cAMXePJXCYKVejQ1JvZ
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Step 4: ‘Popcorn comments’: Use the ‘popcorn ‘ method in which each participant
gets to ‘pop’ only once, in a random order - first comes, first pops! Make sure that
everyone ‘pops’ eventually and gets a chance to speak.

Step 5: ‘Listen’: Listen actively and without judgement. If a discussions
starts nonetheless,
point out the Group Agreements again and ask to save the discussion
for another time / after everyone has had their turn.
Step 6: ‘Summarize’: Summarize the mentioned themes / feelings.
If necessary, indicate any contrasts heard.
Step 7: ‘Questions’: After the summary, the facilitator asks for any
clarification questions, reactions and feedback.

Why this tool is useful
A check-in is an exercise in which everyone uses open
questions that are relevant to the given context. Depending
on the nature and length of the meeting, the duration of a
check-in can vary, from 5 minutes up to an hour.
A check-in is easy to do, has a very positive effect on feelings
of safety and inclusion in the group, and helps to get a good
overall idea of what is going on in the group.
The check-in creates an essential foundation for the rest of
the meeting, after which many things can be expressed more
easily, and we can get to the point faster.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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CATEGORY APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL THIRD PARTY TOOLS IN

C O M M U N I T Y B U I L D I N G & FAC I L I TAT I O N
Tool name
EFFECTIVE BUSINESS
MENTORING & CSR:
PROMOTING GROWTH & THE
BIGSOCIETY

PROTOYPING VS. BIG BANK
IMPLEMENTATION

ELEMENTS OF LEARNING
EXPERIENCE DESIGN

PEER COACHING PRINCIPLES

BRAINSTORM RULES

63

Target
group(s)

Practitioners,
Mentors

Practitioners

Practitioners

Practitioners

Practitioners

Link
to tool

About this tool

Link

This case study describes a peer-to-peer business
mentoring network in the UK (six growth-orientated,
small and medium-sized African-Caribbean
businesses), and gives insights on how to support
through mentoring individual, business and
community development.

Link

A diagram and conversation starter on prototyping
approaches (pages 72-73). It is best used when
wanting to explain the value of iteration and position
prototyping as a risk management approach.

Link

A diagram and checklist of things to consider when
designing a learning intervention for entrepreneurs
(pages 20-23). It is a strategic approach to ensure
facilitators consider the impact, actors, narratives and
enablers of learning design.

Link

Link

A listing of the key principles of peer coaching. Can
be used by facilitators to share with and raise up peer
leaders in the community they work in.

A step-by-step tip guide on how to lead
brainstorming sessions. Best used for facilitating
groups of participants in brainstorming, but can also
be used with colleagues/peers.

Author /
Organisation

License

University of
Birmingham/
Leadership Enterprise
& Diversity Lab

Copyright ©
University of
Birmingham/
Leadership
Enterprise &
Diversity Lab

NESTA

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

NESTA

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

Clore Social
Leadership

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

IDEO

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialNoDerivs 3.0
Unported (CC BYNC-ND 3.0)

Tool name

ROLE PLAY

Target
group(s)

Practitioners

Link
to tool

Link

About this tool

A method for facilitating an early stage prototyping
session where different participants act out how they
imagine the interaction with a customer going.

Author /
Organisation

License

IDEO

Creative Commons
AttributionNonCommercialNoDerivs 3.0
Unported (CC BYNC-ND 3.0)
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I want to...
•

... identify, better understand, and utilise my employees’ talents

•

... improve myself as a manager for the benefit of my team

•

... know my clients’ behaviours online to adapt to their needs

•

... transform my business model making its offerings more innovative

Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support

Tools for startups

I want to identify, better understand, and utilise
my employees’ talents so my company achieves
better results and becomes more competitive.
Authoring organisation
University of finance, business & entrepreneurship

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intended outcomes and outputs
After familiarising with and learning how to use the tool, managers should be able
to evaluate their current employees’ abilities, and identify gaps in skill sets they
might need to fulfil business goals and projects. Managers gain perspective on how
to further engage and position existing employees to succeed and contribute, by
better understanding their unique talents, and harnessing their skills in alignment with
company objectives. They can also be more strategic in their recruitment, hiring new
employees with relevant experience and skills to fill the gaps identified through use of
the tool.
Upon completion of the tool, managers will be able to map which employees and their
respective skills and talents will be required to fulfil a given business plan or project.
From the answers of the self-questionnaire, managers can create a data list of potential
abilities, strengths and talents of existing employees. From these data, they can create
a hiring plan highlighting the abilities of employees to be hired going forward.

Intervention format

All stages

Self-paced
Key words
Operations. Human resources. Strategy

About this tool
Bearing your employees’ abilities in mind ‘ is an evaluation tool that aims
at giving a model for understanding the capabilities as well as needs of
employees. The ultimate purpose of this tool is to guide managers, firstly,
in better understanding their employees’ personal talents, and secondly,
to better organize them, so that higher productivity is ensured. Knowing
your employees’ abilities and positioning each employee in roles and
responsibilities where they can play out their strengths is vital to reaching
optimal performance of the business. This approach is also necessary for
the efficient assignment and prioritization of tasks in any company and a
means to achieve higher competitiveness. The evaluation tool acquaints
managers with the business philosophy of Ability Evaluation. According
to this business philosophy, understanding your employees’ strengths
and weaknesses could help you 1) plan your business process more
efficiently, 2) invest more in the skills development of your existing and
future teams.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
The tool’s self-questionnaire model guides entrepreneurs in evaluating team skills.
The tool can be used as a skills audit of existing employees; or to scope what skills
new hires should possess.. In order to best use the questionnaire, follow these steps
Step 1: Use the questionnaire modelled in the presentation,which covers 7
measured abilities and 7 questions. Be honest when answering the questions!
Step 2: Apply the seven questions to a particular case study, e.g. a new role
/ a new project or business process in order to plan which types of potential
employees’ abilities you will need for your business idea.
Step 3: Create a list of employees’ abilities for each relevant role, based on the
results of the self-questionnaire.
Step 4: On the basis of the data from this list, you should have some of the
most important points for:
- a new job description and hiring strategy which you can apply in hiring
future employees.
- a refined staff development plan with a focus on helping staff grow
into the roles and processes required by your business plan

Access Email Mario Kamenov at VUZF under mkamenov@vuzf.bg
to request access to this tool
MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Intended outcomes and outputs
Tools for startups

I want to improve myself as a manager for the
benefit of my team.
Authoring organisation
University of finance, business & entrepreneurship

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage

Intervention format
Self-paced questionnaire

All stages

Key words
Management; startups; self-reflection

Upon completion of the tool, managers of companies will be able to self-evaluate
in order to grow as leaders. The tool will have highlighted the importance of
values and ethics in communications within one’s own team. The tool provides a
questionnaire with three components.
The results produce a self-assessment which serves the entrepreneur’s self
reflection. If the entrepreneur is comfortable with it, they can also discuss
the results and insights with. a business mentor or advisor, or other migrant
entrepreneur peers, to peer reflect, share feedback and compare / contrast their
experiences, which can ultimately lead to growth and transformation as a leader.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
The end users follows the following steps:
Step 1: Fill out the self-improvement model questionnaire included with the
presentation. You should try to be as honest as possible - complacency can
be a main hindrance to managerial self-reflection and self-improvement!
Step 2: After answering the questions, write a short report of your answers

About this tool
Managers should learn to be reflective about their selfimprovement, and how to build and grow their positive impact and
influence on their employees and team members. This tool helps
managers become aware of their strengths and weaknesses, to
reflect on areas for improvement, which both should ultimately lead
to improved working methods and collaboration in their company.

Step 3: Discuss results with peers (e.g. a mentor, a fellow entrepreneur or a
team member), thereby building a more objective self-assessment of how to
improve yourself as a manager and leader.

Why this tool is useful
Growing as a manager ‘ is a tool that offers a method through which
company managers can explore potential points of self-improvement.
The methodology is based on three key components which could
improve it’s users abilities to better manage their own work, communicate
with employees they supervise, and expand their contacts and partners.

Access Email Mario Kamenov at VUZF under mkamenov@vuzf.bg
to request access to this tool
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Intended outcomes and outputs
Tools for startups

I want to know my clients’ behaviours online and
on social media to adapt to their needs.
Authoring organisation
University of finance, business & entrepreneurship

Upon completion of the tool, entrepreneurs will be able to detect cultural
patterns in the use of social media and make better predictions of the online
market preferences of clients in different countries.
The tool enables users to analyse and clarify cultural patterns of a country’s
social internet behaviour. With the insights gathered, entrepreneurs can adjust
their social media marketing strategy with these dynamics in mind and thereby
refine their targeting of users on social media and their choice of tools.

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage
All stages

Intervention format
Self-paced

Key words
Social media. Behaviours.

To carry out the internet and social media culture analysis, you should:

About this tool

Step 1: Understand the process of cultural modelling
in the presentation in a collaborative discussion with the tool’s tutor

To understand the added value of using social media for their
business, entrepreneurs need to understand their customers’
tendencies in using social media, as well as the uptake,
advantages and disadvantages of different digital
social media tools available.
The tool ‘Online Social tools - Economic implications ‘ also
helps entrepreneurs develop analytical skills and insights
into the cultural differences between Eastern and Western
attitudes towards the use of social internet to support analysis
of behaviours and preferences across cultures and markets.

Access Email Mario Kamenov at VUZF under mkamenov@vuzf.bg
to request access to this tool
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Step 2: Look for social internet patterns popular in your country and detect cultural
patterns according to your own initial assessment after grasping the cultural modelling
Step 3: Discuss your findings with a peer - e.g. a mentor, business partner in order to
consider different perspectives and the validity of the identified patterns
Step 4: Come up with a business idea for future market needs based on the country’s
social internet dynamics

Why this tool is useful
The tool presents a model for cultural analysis of behaviours on
online social tools in different cultures, including the tendencies
and preferences. It also presents a means for comparison between
differences in paradigms between Eastern and Western cultures. Its
comparative results provide a model for predicting future market
preferences and cultural differences with economic impact.

migrantacceleration.eu
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Tools for startups

I want to transform my current business model to
make my business’ offerings more innovative.
Authoring organisation
University of finance, business & entrepreneurship

Intended outcomes and outputs
After applying the tool, the entrepreneur will have the ability to analyse
their company’s organisational memory and how it is affecting - positively
or negatively - the effectiveness of the company’s innovation processes
and outputs. `The entrepreneur will gain a better understanding of the past
and present innovation culture at the company. Using these insights, the
entrepreneur will be able to define an improved innovation process for the
future of the company, potentially leading to improved business models and
offerings to consumers.
Upon completion of the tool, entrepreneurs will apply the cycle model of
business transformation to their business. They will have gained more
clarity on the direction of their innovation processes.

Tool license
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (‘CC BY-NC-SA’) (license deed)

Business stage
All stages

Intervention format
Self-paced

Key words
Business model, transformation, pivot

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
You will use the cycle model of business transformation presented
in this tool to analyse and transform your current business model.
This is done through the following steps:
Step 1: Read the presentation to learn about the concept of ‘Company memory ‘

About this tool
The ‘Business model transformation ‘ tool teaches
about the pitfalls of organizational memory - the legacy
knowledge of a company - that can sometimes hinder
a company’s transformation and development towards
improved solutions and processes.
The purpose of the tool is to give tips on how to overcome
these pitfalls and better manage one’s company memory
for an innovation oriented company culture.

Access Email Mario Kamenov at VUZF under mkamenov@vuzf.bg
to request access to this tool

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Step 2: Apply the memory analysis approach to your business. Reflect on what
processes and assumptions are in place that have not been validated and sense
checked in some time. Assess what important, unfulfilled goals your company is
currently not reaching because of existing processes that stifle innovation.
Step 3: Make a conscious effort to, at least for the time of this exercise, let go of the
old assumptions from your ‘Company Memory ‘. Brainstorm means to reach the above
mentioned unfulfilled goals in a scenario where you don’t have to be attached to an
existing ‘way of doing things’.
Step 4: Take note on these means and validate their feasibility through discussion and
brainstorming with a peer, such as a business mentor or team member.

Why this tool is useful
The tool provides a cycle model for business model transformation. The cycle model
is based on a memory analysis which promotes the philosophy and approach of ‘Deal
with the present, forget the unproductive, and Focus on the future’.
This model is designed to break up old, outdated patterns in a company’s processes
and accountability.
MAGNET TOOLKIT
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CATEGORY APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL THIRD PARTY TOOLS IN

T O O L S F O R S TA R T U P S
Tool name

THE MOST FREQUENT
MISTAKES IN NEGOTIATIONS
[IN GERMANY]

START-UP JOURNEY: DEVELOP
YOUR BUSINESS MODEL

EMPRESA: CREACIÓN Y
PUESTA EN MARCHA
(BUSINESS: DESIGNING &
STARTING YOUR BUSINESS)

EMPRESA: CESE Y EXTINCIÓN
DE LA SOCIEDAD
(BUSINESS: WINDING
DOWN A BUSINESS)

PITCH DECK TEMPLATE FOR
STARTUPS
70

Target
group(s)

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

The German Federal Ministry for Economic affairs
provides a number of multi-lingual checklists to
start a business in Germany. ‘The most frequent
mistakes in negotiations’ introduces you to frequent
mistakes and provides advice how you can avoid such
mistakes.

German Federal
Ministry of Economics
and Energy

Copyright ©
German Federal
Ministry of
Economics and
Energy

Link

MOOC (4 weeks) to develop a business model.

Elisabeth Stiegler/
Technische Universität
Graz/Institut für
Unternehmungsführung
und Organisation

CC BY-ND

Link

Guide on starting a business & legal requirements &
procedures. Starting from the basis that the process
of setting up and starting a company is a somewhat
arduous task, not because of its complexity, but for
the laboriousness of the procedure to formalise said
constitution, the document tries to expose as clearly
as possible the steps to follow, from the decision of
the legal form to adopt, until the start of the activity.

Gobierno de España,
Ministerio de
Industria, Comercio y
Turismo

Copyright ©
Gobierno de
España, Ministerio
de Industria,
Comercio y
Turismo

Link

Guide on cessation and extinction of a business.
Within the development of economic activities, a
company may face decisions that imply the cessation
of said activities or the definitive extinction of the
same. It is important to differentiate between
cessation of activity, understood as the temporary
suspension of activities, and the definitive extinction
that supposes the completion of all kinds of activity.

Gobierno de España,
Ministerio de
Industria, Comercio y
Turismo

Gobierno
de España,
Ministerio
de Industria,
Comercio y
Turismo

Link

Template Google slides deck with the layout and
formatting ready for content input for a successful
pitch deck. The slides include instructions and tips
along the way so that the template deck can easily be
completed.

HubSpot

Copyright ©
Hubspot

Tool name

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT
CALENDAR FOR STARTUPS

2020 SEO KIT FOR STARTUPS
AND ENTREPRENEURS

MARKETING PLAN GENERATOR

HOW TO WRITE A PERFECT
EMAIL TO HELP YOU GET
WHAT YOU WANT

ONLINE MARKETING PLANS
FOR EACH BUSINESS TYPE

Target
group(s)

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

Refugees

Refugees

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

Downloadable Excel template and accompanying
User Guide that help to organise and plan social
media content for Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter and
LinkedIn. The template includes a posting schedule,
content repository and posting history.

HubSpot

Copyright ©
Hubspot

Link

A downloadable kit with actionable SEO guides and
templates. There are tips for when just starting out
with SEO, and templates and tools to redesign a
website and boost SEO.

HubSpot

Copyright ©
Hubspot

Link

A step-by-step online tool that guides you through
to create a 12-month high-level marketing plan in 10
minutes. This tool is stronger the more information
you can fill in for it to generate.

HubSpot

open-source

Link

A 2-pager how-to guide on what an effective email
includes and omits, and with tips on email etiquette.
Found on pages 14-15 of the Survival Guide for
Refugee Businesses (also available in Arabic).

SPARK

open-source

Link

An overview of recommended marketing channels for
different types of businesses and a summary of what
those channels are. Good for refugees new to digital
marketing and not sure what to do. Found on pages
19-21 of the Survival Guide for Refugee Businesses
(also available in Arabic).

SPARK

open-source
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Tool name

SOCIAL MEDIA TRACKING
TEMPLATE

FINANCIAL PLAN TEMPLATE

THE MENU DOCTOR: CLAIRE
SCULLION OF MVAD TALKS
MENU DESIGN

THE POWER OF BRANDING

GET MORE DONE

72

Target
group(s)

Refugees

Refugees

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

A google sheet template tool in English and Arabic
that allows entrepreneurs to track their social media
usage and the relevant KPIs. The link is found on page
24 of the Survival Guide for Refugee Businesses.

SPARK

open-source

Link

A google sheet template tool in English and
Arabic that is meant to help refugees project their
expenses, cut down on what is necessary and decide
what action to take. The sheet has pre-filled tabs
for inputting Revenue, Expenses, Profit loss and
Cashflow. The link is found on page 30 of the Survival
Guide for Refugee Businesses.

SPARK

open-source

Link

A free recorded video hosted on Facebook with an
expert on how to design a menu for a food business.
This video is geared towards the dos and don’t for
restaurant menu design, but could be applied to any
type of menu.

HospoLive

open-source

Link

A blended learning walkthrough of why brands are
important, how to build a powerful brand and what
tools to use to do so. The 7 videos and worksheets are
meant to encourage meaningful brand development
and build a brand strategy.

TechStars

Link

A blended learning mini-course on how to stay
organised and improve efficiency. It dives into
founder strengths and weaknesses, helpful strategies,
and how to know when to get help.

TechStars

Copyright ©
TechStars 2020

Copyright ©
TechStars 2020

Tool name

BRAND PROMISE

Target
group(s)

All Groups

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

A worksheet that aims to help find the right
messaging to customers about the purpose of a
business’ brand. This tool is optimised for businesses
that aim to have a positive social or environmental
impact.

IDEO & Ellen
MacArthur
Foundation

circulardesign
guide.com/legalterms
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LEGAL
A DV I C E
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I want to...
•

... know essential legal steps to starting a business in the UK

•

... get reliable and clear legal advice from a qualified lawyer

•

... know my legal rights in Greek law

Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support

Entrepreneur - self paced: Legal literacy & advice

I want to know essential legal steps
to starting a business in the UK
Authoring organisation
TERN - The Entrepreneurial Refugee Network

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage
Ideation; activation

Intervention format
Self paced, entrepreneur-led
research

Key words
Legal advice; registration; regulation; compliance; risk reduction

About this tool
The TERN Legal Toolkit gives migrant entrepreneurs in the
UK a detailed view of legal concepts and terminology as
well as clear steps to starting a small business. It includes
explanations of legal terms and links to relevant sites.
It is meant to provide a basic understanding of the relevant
topics and considerations, from thinking about legal
structures to hiring one's first employees. The Legal Toolkit is
written in a style intended for second language speakers.
Intended outcomes and outputs
Entrepreneurs are well informed about their legal rights,
obligations and options in setting up a business in the UK.
Format

Access

PDF

Email Programme Manager Emily Leonard at
emily@wearetern.org to request access to this document

MAGNET TOOLKIT

For Migrant Entrepreneurship Support

' HOW TO ' G U I D E
Simple to adopt tool for UK context. Content structure and approach in collaborating with specialised
business lawyers on the drafting of the toolkit transferable to other countries and legal contexts.
‘How to’ Introduction: This toolkit organises the
legal considerations you need to know at the
different stages of business set up in the UK.

the different considerations are. This will help
you better understand the concepts, steps and
words used, and to identify what you would like
to know more about.

Use this toolkit to answer general legal questions you have or to gain an overview of what
Step 1: Read through the contents page :
identify which topics are most relevant to you
at this stage in your business development.
Step 2: Click on the relevant topics: read
more about each topic so that you get an
overview
Step 3: Note anything you’re concerned
about: make a list of anything that you might
want to know about or any questions you
have that aren’t answered, and bring them
to your support manager.
Step 4: Repeat: this guide covers different
stages, from starting to think about business
structures to hiring a team, so you can revisit
many times.
Entrepreneurs are also encouraged to note
down any areas that they feel concerned
about and discuss them with their support
or case manager.

migrantacceleration.eu
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Open Toolkit for Migrant
entrepreneurship Support

Practitioner - facilitation: Legal literacy & advice

I want to get reliable and clear
legal advice from a qualified lawyer

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Authoring organisation
SINGA

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage
Activation, Testing

Intervention format
Strategy, Workshops

Key words
Law; legal advice; compliance; brand/logo, business plan,
finance & accounting, marketing, operations

Step 1: Source: Identify a lawyer or law firm with relevant expertise. Many law firms
provide pro bono services to charitable causes. You may be able to get a lawyer to
provide free services to entrepreneurial migrants. Otherwise, negotiate an appropriate
fee to cover the steps outlined below:
Step 2: Set Up: Set a date for a 'Legal workshop' with a lawyer and invite your
entrepreneurs.
Step 3: Gather Questions: Collect legal questions from entrepreneurs well in advance
of the workshop. This allows the lawyer to prepare answers to these questions so
they can address them in a workshop setting.

Intended outcomes and outputs
Provide solid legal advice to individual entrepreneurs in a group
setting so that they can make business decisions in light of the legal
advice given.

About this tool
This simple method is a way to give meaningful and well prepared
legal advice to individual entrepreneurs in a group setting.

If this is not done, there is a high risk that the lawyer will need
to research and come back with an answer which drives up cost.
Step 4: Host: Hold the workshop. The lawyer will be able to
address the questions. The workshop setting in a group is useful
because the effort is much higher if the lawyer meets everyone individually.
Also, by openly discussing the questions in the group, entrepreneurs gain knowledge
on relevant legal issues they may not even have thought of.

It is an alternative to usually costly legal advice on a 1:1 basis.

Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under
manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support

Entrepreneur - self paced: Legal literacy & advice

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

I want to know my legal rights in Greek law.
Simple: self-administered tool that needs relatively less time
Authoring organisation

Tool description by

SInigoros tou Politi

IATAP

Tool license
SInigoros tou Politi /Greece, https://www.synigoros-solidarity.gr/

Business stage

Intervention format
Self-paced

Exploration

Key words
Law, legal, advice, Greece, country-specific

About this tool
Knowing your rights when endeavouring to improve your own
livelihood and start a business is essential. For refugees and
migrants (and other citizens) in Greece, this website presents a
knowledge bank featuring comprehensive information about
Greek law, citizens’ rights and relevant legal institutions. The
knowledge bank presents clear topics and content categories,
and has specific segments depending on the needs profiles of
the site visitor, e.g. for the unemployed, parents, etc.. A sitemap
featuring all broader content categories is available here: https://
www.synigoros-solidarity.gr/xartis-istoxorou. Note: All contents
are in Greek.
Intended outcomes and outputs
Get a better understanding of your rights and the Greek law.
It also provides useful information about benefits you can claim.
This is not really a tool you can complete since new information
is added to it all the time. It is very helpful when you want to stay
updated.

MAGNET TOOLKIT

‘How to’ Introduction:
You can recommend the use of this tool
to end users who need to learn about
Greek law. It is likely that some of your
community members do not read greek
well enough yet to understand legal
texts. You could show them the google
factually correct.
The following instructions are for your
participants:
Step 1: Go to synigoros-solidarity.gr/
Step 2: From the second dropdown
menus, identify a topic or content
of relevance.
Step 3: Read the relevant information,

translate site translation tool and have
them translate the whole site into their
native language or another language
they speak well - but please tell them
to keep in mind that artificial intelligence
driven legal text translations cannot be
seen as legally binding, or as definitely
visit any relevant links presented.
Step 4: Take notes about remaining
questions and engage your supporters
(NGO, mentor, etc.) to identify specialist
organisations that can help you resolve
this query in detail and with certainty.
There are the current EU projects
available on the website as well as the
new provisions.

Why this tool is useful
This is a website that has gathered all the laws, relevant information,
benefits and projects available in Greece. All the information is split
for each vulnerable group of the Greek society. There are also phone
numbers available as well if one wishes to communicate with the
organisation. There is also a page with links to all the Greek institutions
(Parliament, Ministries, Public Factors). The knowledge bank gathers a lot
of information in one place.

For Migrant Entrepreneurship Support
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Tool name

BERUFSANERKENNUNG.AT

EL EMPRESARIO INDIVIDUAL

78

Target
group(s)

All Groups

All Groups

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

This website guides informs about recognition of
foreign credentials in Austria. It provides an overview
and information about formal requirements and
relevant authorities for recognition, including contact
details.

Austrian Integration
Fund – Fund for
the integration
of refugees and
migrants (ÖIF)

Copyright ©
AIF – Fund for
the integration
of refugees and
migrants (ÖIF)

Link

Guide about individual entrepreneurship. It explains
the main legal conditions and key conditions for
individual entrepreneurs who are outside the scope
of management and organisation of another person
or economic activity. Besides listing benefits and
disadvantages of being an individual entrepreneur,
the Guide deals with issues such as legal obligations,
responsibilities and administrative requirements.

Gobierno de España,
Ministerio de
Industria, Comercio y
Turismo

Copyright ©
Gobierno de
España, Ministerio
de Industria,
Comercio y
Turismo
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E X T E R N A L FAC I N G
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
EVENTS
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I want to...
•

... organise an outdoor Pitch Event.

Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support
Intended outcomes and outputs
Activation

I want to organise an outdoor Pitch Event.
Authoring organisation

The Outdoor Pitching event addresses multiple dimensions and
challenges of migrant entrepreneur support. It helps burst the bubble
of migrant businesses that often operate in very closed circles. It
motivates entrepreneurs to perfect their pitches and it gives them
an opportunity to test their presentation skills. It makes migrant led
innovation accessible to the general public in a friendly atmosphere.

SINGA

Tool license
Attribution – NonCommercial-NoDerivs (‘CC BY-NC-ND’) (license deed)

Business stage
Activation, Set-Up

Intervention format
Event with externals

Key words
Concept, Pitch, Public, Outdoor, Event, Presentation

About this tool
An outdoor pitch event is an occasion for entrepreneurs to test
their pitching skills, to break the fear of the public speaking in a
friendly and entertaining setting in which they engage with the
general public. It is also a good chance to spread awareness
about Migrant entrepreneurship and the great potential it brings
to host societies.

Complex: This type of event requires significant events management and should ideally be
done over a few days. Given the strategic nature of the inputs/outputs, this needs consultation
with leadership and peers, and ideally needs to be revised after a first pass.
Step 1: ‘prepare the entrepreneurs’: In order to be able to present in the best possible way,
entrepreneurs should receive extensive, hands-on pitch training and enough time to prepare
for the pitch event. Plan one or multiple rehearsals during which entrepreneurs get multiple
chances to practice their pitches and receive feedback. In order to make the pitch event fun
and dynamic, entrepreneurs are advised to keep their pitches within one minute.
Step 2: ‘Find suitable locations: The choice of the right outdoors venue is essential to make
the event accessible and enjoyable for the pitching entrepreneurs and the audience. Here are
some tips to consider when choosing a location:

An outdoor pitch event is an invaluable opportunity for the
entrepreneurs to gain a significant exposure, present their
ideas and possibly establish important contacts in their future
professional network.

- Avoid locations packed with tourists - they will not be able to add value to the entrepreneurs
and their professional networks.

Following the pitches comes the networking opportunity for
the entrepreneurs. Besides establishing useful and inspiring
connections, they are also in a position to use these events and
ask for feedback on their pitches, which helps them master their
presentation even further.

- The locations should still be in a relatively busy part of the city, with a chance to attract a
relevant ‘footfall’ audience that will be relatively curious about the event.

Access Email SINGA Business Lab lead Manuel Guell under
manuel@singa-deutschland.de to request access to this tool

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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- Try to avoid historical monuments and cultural sites, as it may requires paperwork and permissions
which may be time consuming - and in fact a waste of time

- Look for places that are close to business / startup hubs around the city you never know
who might pass by!
Step 3: ‘Agreement with the location provider’:
There are two options when renting a space.
migrantacceleration.eu

Public spaces: In case the event is taking place in a public space, try to plan ahead, it might take time to
finish paperwork depending on the types of permission needed.
Private spaces: In case it is a private outdoor space for example (the outdoor space of a private cafe or
a restaurant), renting this type of space will be more straightforward - highly recommended. Based on
experience, It is more affordable to arrange catering and beverages from the same rented place (you can
ask for permission to bring in outside catering if they do not do catering) . Make sure there are enough snacks
and drinks for every guest.
Step 4: ‘Send out invitations’: Spare no effort in publisizing your event in relevant marketing and community
channels. Invest time to promote your event, e.g. by:
- creating a newsletter, send it to your mailing list and send email RSVP invitations to your network
- updating your public events calendar
- choose a platform to manage event registration (Eventbrite for example) and ask guests to register before
the event. This makes event planning easier.
Step 5: ‘Choose the right moderator’: Choose a positive, fun moderator for the event. Keep in mind that
hearing many business pitches might be boring for some of the audience so the moderator should be able
to grab their attention in between pitches.
Step 6: ‘Managing event logistics ’: Some things to consider before the official start of the event:
- Bring your portable brand props, such as a rollup banner and other branding material to the site and build
a little ‘stage area’ before the arrival of the guests.
- assign one person to sign in guests based on the list created from Eventbrite (or equivalent platform)
- Use this opportunity to expand your mailing list, and ask guests if they would like to be added to it.
- in order to make sure that food and beverages are only provided to your guests, introduce stamps, bracelets
or some other ways to recognise your guests.
Step 7: ‘be active on social media’: Make sure to extensively document the event and share live stories on
different social media platforms. Tag each entrepreneur as they will probably repost it, which will lead to
further reach and engagement.
Step 8: ‘allow time for networking’: After all the pitches are over, allow time for spontaneous networking.
And have fun!

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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MIGRANT
I want to...

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

POLICY
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•

... identify existing & potential policies to support migrant entrepreneurs

Open Toolkit for Migrant entrepreneurship Support
Intended outcomes and outputs

Policy tool: For policymakers & practitioners

I want to identify existing & potential policies to
support migrant entrepreneurs in my city (or region).
Authoring organisation

Tool description by

OECD & the European
Commission

MICROFINANCE CENTRE

Tool license
© OECD (Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities - CFE) &
the European Commission (DG Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion)
(License Deed)

Business stage

Intervention format

Activation

Self-paced; Group work

The tool enables policy-makers to carry out a clear assessment of policies
for the promotion of migrant entrepreneurship in their area. It can support
policy-makers and migrant support practitioners to create migrant
entrepreneurship policies and systems.
It also allows policymakers to compare the results of stakeholders’ individual
assessments of local policies and systems, as well as to benchmark their
local policies and systems internationally or regionally.
The tool generates a report about local policies and systems. If multiple
stakeholders have signed up to a group on the system, they can first
individually assess, and then compare their outputs using the tool.

' HOW TO ' G U I D E

Key words
Practicioner. Policy

About this tool
The ‘Better Entrepreneurship Policy Tool’ is an online tool
designed for policymakers and other interested parties at
the local, regional and national levels who wish to explore
how public policy can support migrants in business
creation and self-employment.
The tool can be used by individuals or by groups (e.g.
collaborating representatives of multiple organisations) to
carry out assessments. The tool is available in 24 languages.

Format

Access

PDF

https://betterentrepreneurship.eu/

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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Once you have signed up on the platform you can use the online tool to take
short self-assessments about the current inclusive and social entrepreneurship
policies and programmes in your city, region or country.
You can also invite other colleagues or interested parties to complete the
assessments in a group and compare your results.
The next step could be a discussion with stakeholders about the state of art and
necessary improvements to support migrant entrepreneurship as a tool for social
and financial inclusion.
Note that the platform also features informative reports in a PDF format,
presenting structured good practices on in different target groups of inclusive
entrepreneurship policy:
- Supporting migrants in entrepreneurship
- Supporting the unemployed in entrepreneurship
- Supporting women in entrepreneurship
- Supporting youth in entrepreneurship

migrantacceleration.eu

Why this tool is useful
The The Better Entrepreneurship Policy Tool:
- Stimulates thought-provoking reflection on inclusive and social
entrepreneurship policies and programmes
- Promotes learning through international good practices
- Enhances inclusive and social entrepreneurship policy design and
implementation
- Targets a wide variety of stakeholders, such as policymakers, business
associations and networks, chambers of commerce, finance providers,
research institutions, education and training providers, and civil society
organisations

Better Entrepreneurship Policy is targeted at policy makers and non-government
stakeholders that have a role in designing, implementing or advocating for
inclusive and social entrepreneurship policies and programmes. This includes:
- National, regional and local policy makers
- Chambers of commerce
- Business associations and networks
- Business advisors
- Finance providers
- Research institutions and academia
- Education and training providers
- Civil society organisations
- Managing authorities for EU Structural Funds.

What it is not: It is not intended to help entrepreneurs in launching their business.
The self-assessment is not intended to be used as a benchmarking tool.

MAGNET TOOLKIT
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MIGRANT ENTREPRENEURSHIP POLICY
Tool name

GUIDE TO SUPPORT PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
“PROMOTION OF IMMIGRANT
ENTREPRENEURSHIP”

UK EMPLOYERS’ GUIDE ON
HIRING REFUGEES

85

Target
group(s)

Practitioners

Practitioners

Link
to tool

About this tool

Author /
Organisation

License

Link

This guide has three main objectives: 1) to disseminate/
share the experience of the PEI project (Project
Promoting the Immigrant Entrepreneurship), 2) to
enable the implementation of similar projects following
PEI methodologies, & 3) to make known work tools to
train migrant entrepeneurs. The PEI project supports
immigrants with their business ideas. It is an initiative
of the Portuguese High Commission for Migrations
(ACM) started in 2009 covering the whole country.

Alto Comissariado
para as Migrações

Copyright
© Alto
Comissariado
para as
Migrações

Link

The UK Employers’ Guide to Hiring Refugees is
designed to assist businesses wanting to hire
refugees. It contains essential information related to
refugee recruitment and employment and will show
how working with an expert organisation such as
Breaking Barriers may simplify the process.

TENT Foundation
&
BREAKING BARRIERS

Copyright
© Breaking
Barriers & TENT

Disclaimer
The content of this publication represents the views of the authors only and is
their sole responsibility; it cannot be considered to reflect the views of the
Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises or any other
body of the European Union. The European Commission and the Agency do not
acceptany responsibility for use that may be made of the information it contains.
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